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Abstract

In this thesis a study of connection admission control for use in future ATM

networks is presented. Traffic management and control strategies proposed in the

literature are suweyed. An archiæcture for managing and cont¡olling traff,c in

ATM networks is then presented. Based on this framework a connection admission

model is proposed. Two major aspects of the model, involving the solution of a

finite deterministic queue with an anival process modelled by a two-state Markov-

modulated Poisson process and the zuperposition of two-state Markov-modulated

poisson processes, arc presented. The resultant algorithms are then combined to

produce an algorittln for connection admission control in ATM networks.
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Chapter One:

Introduction

L.l Background and Overview of the Thesis

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) has been identiûed [9] as a target solution for

the implementation of future broadband integrated services digital networks CB-

ISDN). A large number of services displaying a wide range of characteristics and

demanding from the network distinct and guaranteed levels of performance will

have to be supported. The bursty nature of traffic flows will have to be taken

advantage of by providing statistical multiplexing in the ATM nerwork. The above

requiremenß indicate a need for developing effective and flexible resource

management and traffic control strategies.

The purpose of resource management and traffic control in ATM networks will be

to allocate the available network resor¡rces in the most efficient and proûtable

manner in order to support the required services. In order to guarantee distinct

performance levels demanded by different services, acceptance of new trafflc flows

and control of existing traff,c flows will need to be carried out.

The problem of accepting new traffic flows into ATM networks has become the

centre of research activities in developing resource management and traffic control

strategies. It has also received a lot of attention in the standardising activities of the

CCITT which is responsible for developing standards for future broadband
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netwofks.

This thesis addresses the problem of connection admission control in ATM

networks. The approach taken is, first of all, to investigate methods and techniques

for resource management and traffic control proposed in the literature, which

involve the problem of connection admission control. As a result of this

investigation a flexible general architecture for resource management and traffic

control is chosen. Based on this framework, a connection admission control model

is proposed and studied. A new connection admission control algorithm is

subsequently proposed as a result ofthe studies.

1.2 Contributions Resulting ftom Thesis

1. Presentation of a new model for connection admission control in ATM

networks.

2. Implementation of a detailed anatytical algorithm for the solution of the two-

state MMPP/D/l[{ queue.

3. Observation of the linear nature of admission regions for heterogeneous

trafflc streams.

4. Presentation of an algorithm for carrying out connection admîssion control in

ATMnetwork.

5. P¡esentation of a method for removing individual streafns from an agglegate

sûe¡tm without the need for knowledge of the individual characteristics of the

remaining stleams.

13 Publications Based on Thesis

|. E. Dutkiewicz and G.J. Anido "Trafûc Management and Control in

Brcadband Networks", Proc. 5th Australian Fast Packet Switching Workshop,

Melboume, July, 1990.
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2. E. Dutkiewicz and G.J. Anido "Connection Admission Conuol in ATM

Netwotks", Flroc. 5th Australian Teletrafflc Research Seminar, Melboume,

Dec 1990.

3. E. Dutkiewicz and G.J. Anido "Connection Admission Control in ATM

Networks", ITC Specialist Seminar, Cracow, 1991 (to be presented).

1.4 Other Publications

l. E. Dutkiewicz and G.J. Anido, "Trafflc Management for Service Quality in

Broadband Networks", Proc. 4th Australian Teletraffic Research Seminar,

Bond University, Dec. 1989.

2. E. Dutkiewicz and G.J. Anido, "Trunk Controller for use in a Broadband

Packet Network", Proc. IREECON International, Melboume, Sep. 1989.

3. E. Dutkiewicz andG.J. Anido, "A High Speed Trunk Contr¡oller for an ATM

Switch", Proc. 4th Australian Fast Packet Switching Workshop, Sydney, July'

1989.
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Chapter Two:

A Survey of Techniques and Methods for

Resource Management and Traffic Control

in ATM Networks

2.l lntroduction

The problems of resource management and traffrc control in ATM networks have

received a lot of attention over the last few yea$. P¡oblems arise as a result of the

requirement for ATM networks to carry a large number of different types of trafflc

displaying different characteristics and requiring from the network distinct levels of

performance. Common network resoruces are required to support those services and

guarantee their perforrnance to users. Resource management functions can be

classif,ed into bandwidth allocation and service segregation categories and traffic

control ñrnctions can be classified into admission control, bandwidth enforcement,

and congestion control categories.

The objective of this chapter is to present general methods and techniques which

have been identifled for resource management and trafflc control in ATM networks.

The reason for this is that both resource management and traffic control relate to

connection admission control. As a result, approaches which have been suggested

for resource mariagement and trafflc control may also lead to approaches suitable

for tackling the problem of connection admission control. Section 2.2 discusses the

putpose of resource management in ATM networks and frameworks proposed in the

literature which may be used as a basis for addressing problems of providing

distinct service perforrnance levels. In Section 2.3 lraffrc control capabilities, which
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have to be provided in ATM networks, are discussed with problems and general

solutions identified therein. Since connection admission control forms the topic of

the thesis, the problem of connection admission control and models encountered in

the litera[ure, which can be used for further study and for algorithm

implementation, are surveyed separately in Section 2.4.

2.2 Resource Management

Resource management is required to achieve efficient utilisation of available

network resources and satisfy various performance requirements of services to be

supported by the network. Two major issues involved in resource management are

bandwidth allocation and provision of different qualities of service.

2.2.1 Bandwidth Allocation

In contrast to networks using position multiplexing, where dedicated time slots are

allocated for each connection, ATM multiptexing which uses label multiplexing

allows virtual bandwidth allocation t551. Virfual allocation of bandwidth makes it

possible for statistical multiplexing to be used in ATM networks. The implication

of this scheme is that quatity of service can be guaranteed to a particular connection

only in a probabilistic sense.

The use of statistical multiplexing for bursty traffic allows more efficient use of

available bandwidth to be made when a large number of such traffic streams is

combined. Statistical multiplexing, however, increases the complexity of traffic

control [62]. On the other hand, nonstatistical multiplexing, where the sum of the

peak rates for each traffic strearn does not exceed the total available link capacity,

provides minimal cell delay and negligible cell loss due to buffer overllow. The

disadvantage of nonstatistical multiplexing is the waste of capacity due to low

capacity utilisation.

In t29l bandwidth allocation procedures are discussed using a multilayer traffic

control and evaluation process. The multilevel traffìc process consists of three levels
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as depicted in Figure 2.1: packet (cell) level, burst level, and call level. Bandwidth

is allocated for each of these levels. At the call level a trunk group is allocated. A

trunk group is a collection of transmission links (trunks) bunched together and

connecting the same two points in the network. When a burst arrives a particular

trunk within the allocated trunk group is selected and individual packets are

statistically allocated to available time slots. The multilayered traffic structure with

each layer characterised by its own time scale is also proposed in [18] where it is

used as a framework for traffic control in ATM networks. An additional 'flow

layer' is also introduced in t18l in order to describe variations in the total flow of

trafûc. Allocation of bandwidth at the burstlevel is also advocated in [18] and [8].

The disadvantage of such a scheme, however, could be a signif,cant increase in

signalling and control traffic. Admission procedures using burst allocation would

also require a rapid response time. In addition, for some traffic types burst level

description may be meaningless as bunts may not be easily identifiable [8].

Level

Bunt
l¡vel

Call

Cell

I¡vel

il

Figure 2.1: Multilevel Traffic Process
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22.2 Service Segregation

Different services to be supported in ATM networks are expected to demand

diffe¡ent qualities of service from the network. If no distinction is made between

cells belonging to different connections then the network has to provide a

performance level adequate for the most stringent quality of service requirement.

This would be equivalent to having only one quahty of service for all service types.

Different qualities of service within ATM networks could be provided using

mechanisms based on priority schemes. The drawback of these methods is their

inflexibility. First of all, only a limited number of priority levels can be provided.

This limit is set by the number of priority bits in the ATM cell header. Determining

the different priorities in the network might add additional time cost in the

processing of cells. Buffer management schemes required for different priorities

might also be quite complicated. Although optimisation studies for two priority

levels have been carried out [see, for example,'I1, no altempt to find the optimal

solution for more priority levels has been made. It has also been pointed out [55]

that guaranteeing perfomrance levels to traffic with priority levels other than the

highest priority might be very diff,cult. The above problems associated with

priority mechanisms suggest that mechanisms based on the concept of virtual paths,

as described below, may be more appropriate for provision of guaranteeing qualities

of service in the ATM network.

In order to differentiate between different quality of service requirements

segregation between.services demanding distinct qualities of service could be also

perfomred by partitioning the hardware rcsources (trunk groups, switch fabrics and

so on) into separate subnetworks [55]. This would produce a stringent separation

between üaffic streams. However, this method might be very inflexible as the

number of subnetworks would be limited.

Another method for differentiating between different qualrty of service

requirements is to use an additional layer which would be simila¡ to the virrual path
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layer and which would require additional switching and multiplexing facilities [55].

(A virnlal path can be regarded aS a group of virn¡al channels sharing common

resource through an ATM network t9l). In order to provide such an additional layer,

bits in the ATM cell header would have to be allocated for that purpose.

An additional logical layer has been proposed in [2] to associate virnlal paths with

different qualities of service. A collection of virfual paths providing the same

quality of service is termed a virnral network. In order to gu¿ìrantee such distinct

qualities of service, traffic streams belonging to different virnlal paths would have

to have minimal interference on each other. Any number of virfual networks and

hence qualities of service can be provided in the network. However, a large number

of such virnral networks might result in low utilisation of transmission resources

since no statistical multiplexing of traff,c in different virn¡al paths would be

permitred. This pointmay need furttler investigation'

23 Traffic Control

Traffic control or resource r¡sage control is required to ensure that netwolk

bandwidth is allocated fairly berween different service classes and that the quality

of service for each service class currently using the network is met. The CCITT has

proposed four levels of traffic control capabilities which include connection

admission control, usage parameter control, priority control, and congestion control.

Connection admission control involves functions of the call establishment phase

relaæd to a connection. This is discussed further in Section 2.4. Usage parameter

control (bandwidth enforcement) deals with trafflc monitoring and conuolling

functions enforcing bandwidth allocated ûo connections. Priority control makes use

of the cell loss priority bit as recommended by CCITT [9] and provides a

mechanism for accommodating different priority trafûc flows in the network. The

primary use of this mechanism is expected to be made in congestion control. The

aim of congestion control is to react to and minimise the effect of traffic overload.
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Preventive conûol is advocated by most people as it may not be feasible to carry out

flow control at the cell level due to the high speed of operation of ATM networks.

A general framework, in the context of congestion control in ATM networks, has

been proposed in [61]. It advocates preventive control with the use of acæss

control in order to achieve fair congestion control in an efficient manner.

Congestion controls based on access control can be broken down into three levels:

route control, admission control, and bandwidth enforcemenl Route control is used

to ensure eff,cient resource utilisation in the network, whereas admission control

and bandwidth enforcement are used to ensure a required performance level to all

users. Multiple performance classes a¡e also proposed in t6ll as a means of

achieving bandwidth efflciency while guaranteeing performance levels required by

services. In one approach, available bandwidth would be segregated for each class,

requiring physical separation of network resources. (This is a similar approach to

that suggested in t55l as discussed earlier). Another approach suggested in [61] is

the use of explicit priority levels. However, as was discussed earlier, priority levels

may be too restrictive.

The authors also point out in t6ll the need for standard traffic descriptors which

would be used for traffic flow characterisation in admission control and bandwidth

enforcement. However, it is not clear which characteristics in a trafflc stream should

be used in order to accurately determine its queueing perforrnance. This is still an

open question wNch is being addressed [43], [53].

Such traffic descripton could also be used in the derivation of effective bandwidth

values. An effective bandwidth is a number associated with a trafflc stream and it

describes bandwidth requirement of the stream taking into account the

characteristics of the stream, the characteristics of other streams sharing the same

transmission resources, the available transmission capacity, and the performance

level required by the traffic stream. The concept of the effective bandwidth is

discussed further in Section 2.4.
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Admission control can be subdivided into two categories: call admission control

and connection admission control t551. Call admission control functions determine

the availability of destination subscriber, availability of network facilities to support

the type of call requested, charging aspects ofthe call and other features related to

negotiation for network resources. A call can consist of a number of connections,

as in case of a multimedia or conference call. Individual connections belonging to

the ca1 must be coordinated during the call establishment phase. Connection

admission conüol is responsible for determining whether a connection requesting a

particular quality of service should be accepted or rejected. The decision should be

based on the characteristics of the new traffic flow to be admiued and the culrent

state of the resources. Note also that the distinction between call admission and

connection admission is not made in a lot of papers.

The characteristics of the traffic flow for which the connection is requested should

be used in the connection admission algorithm and should correspond to traffic flow

parameters which are used by the bandwidth enforcement method. Section 2.4

discusses models for connection admission control proposed in the literature.

23.L Bandwidth Enforcement

Bandwidth enforcement or traffic enforcement is required to ensure that traffic flows

conform to the agreed bandwidth usage. Its purpose is to protect the network

rcso¡rces from malicious or unintentional violation of traffic volume agreed during

the connection phase. This guarantees that qualities of service of other connections

are protected.

Bandwidth enforcement performed at the access points to the network is also lanown

as source policing [4]. Other functions which could be performed by source policing

units at such points include security functions [9], collection of statistics, and

charging inforrnation.
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The possible use of traffic shapers in conjunction with traffic enforcers has been

also widely suggested [61], [4], [9], [16]. Traffic shapers could be used for traffic

flow conditioning and they would differ ftom traffic enforcers in that they would

buffer violating cells rather than discard or tag them. A possible configuration in

which traffic shapers and enforcers could be used is shown in Figure 2.2.

Flow control

Network

Figure 22: Possible Conflguration for P¡eventive Bandwidth Enforcement

with Use of Traffic Shapers

Traffic shaping could be carried out either at the user end or it could placed together

with the traffic enforcer at the network interface.

Bandwidth enforcement mechanisms can carry out the enforcement by discarding

cells which violate the agreed trafflc volume parameters at the access point to the

network. The other method suggested in t62l and [16] proþses taggmg violating

cells as they enter the nenvork and then treating ütem as having the lowest priority

ensuring preferential discard under network overload conditions. Both methods

have been included in the current CCffT standards'

A snrdy of different bandwidth enforcement mechanisms has been presented in

[48]. Four mechanisms which are studied include the leaky bucket, the jumping

window, the moving window, and the exponentially weighted moving average

mechanism. The principle of operation of the leaky bucket as well as the principle

of its hardware implementation is depicted in Figure 2.3.lt consists of a counter

which is incremented when a cell arrives and decremented at a constant rate. The

counter has a predefined limit which can be reached after the anival rate exceeds

EnforcerShaperSowce
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the dec¡ement rate. When the limit is reached any subsequent cells are discarded

until the counter value falls below the limit. The teaky bucket can be modelled by a

GlDtltK queue where K corresponds to the counter limit and the service raæ of the

queue corresponds to the decrement rate. The important distinction between tlìe

leaky bucket and a real queue is the lack ofstorage and hence no delay suffered by

cells in the leaky bucket.

Arrival
Rate

Overflow
Discard

Bucket
D.p¡h

u
Service

Rate
Service

Rate

Figure 23: Principle of Leaky Bucket Operation and Hardware Implementation

In the jurnping window mechanism the number of cells permitted within a flxed

time interval (window) is limited to a mÐdmum numberN. The next window starts

immediately at the end of the previous window. The counter keeping track of the

number of cells is restarted at the beginning of each window. As a result, a cell can

influence the value of the counter during the time interval ranging from zero to that

corresponding to the size of the window'

The moving window mechanism is similar to the jumping window mechanism. In

this case, however, the maximum number of cells within a given interval T is

limited in any possible interval of length T. Thus instead of the window Jumping',

as is the case in the jumping window mechanism, in this case the window is sæadily

moving along the time axis. The moving window mechanism can be modelled by a

G/D/N/N queue, where the number of servers N corresponds to the maximum

number of cells allowed within an interval T and deterministic service times of the

Comparator
Bucke¡

Counter
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servers arc givenby lÆ

The exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) mechanism is also similar to

the jumping window mechanism except that the maximum number of cells N¡

permitted in the i-th window is a function of the allowed mean number of cells per

interval N and an exponentially weighted sum of the number of cells S¡-r which

were accepted in previous windows such that:

Nr- N - qS;-r

-T-cf where0<cx,ll

The effect of the past in the mechanism is determined by the value of o. When

cr= 0 the past has no effect on the system. (i.e. the system becomes equivalent to the

jurnping window mechanism)

The comparison of the above mechanisms car¡ied out in [48], which takes into

account the cell loss probability of the source, sensitiviry to static overload,

dynamic reaction time, and the worst case traffic admitted by each mechanism'

concludes that the leaky bucket and the EWMA are the most promising

mechanisms (of the four examined) for use in bandwidttr enforcement. In the

moving window mechanism anival times of cells must be remembered and to

achieve the same cell loss probability as other mechanisms large counter values are

required. This makes the implementation of this mechanism expensive.

A lot of attention has been given in the literature to the problem of trafûc

characterisation which can be used in bandwidth enforcement. Trafflc descriptors

used for such characterisation must be easy to estimate and enforce. However, they

must also allow for characterisation of a wide range of traffic flows. Le Boudec [35]

suggests negotiation directly in terms of leaky bucket parÍuneters- These would have

important implications on traffic shaping by users. The idea of negotiating traffic

controller parameters can be extended to conûolling mechanisms other than the

leaky buckel Such approach, however, might make the network too

implementation-specifi c.
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In t33l traffic sources are characterised by mean and variance of the bit rate

distribution which is approximated by a Gaussian disUibution. The amount of

bandwidth allocated to connections is based on these approximations. For

connections departing from a Guassian distribution more information on the amount

of deviation from the distribution is required, resulting in weighted mean and

variance pafitmeters used in the bandwidth allocation fonnula. As far as admitting

new connections is concemed, the performance measure is the probability that the

cell rate for all multiplexed connections do not exceed a predeûned maximum

value.

Bandwidth enforcement is proposed in [33] Ûo be carried out by means of load

counters. They are used to monitor the difference between the distribution of the

cell rate of the connection in progress and the Gaussian approximation deflned by

call parameters presented during the call set-up. A Gaussian distribution can be

approximated using a 'staircase' method as shown in Figure 2'4. However,

bandwidth enforcement based on departures ftom the Gaussian disüibution seems

restrictive, especially as far as individual trafflc streams afe concem€d. It may be

difflcult to justiff Gaussian approximations for a large number of traffic types

expected in future ATM networks. Such approximations also ignore time

correlation and burstiness in trafflc sÛeams.

The effectiveness of traffic bandwidth enforcement functions is questioned n t22l

and t121. The difficulties in specifying source characteristics with accuracy and

implementing enforcement mechanisms, which will not adversely affect well

behaved sources but which will penalise sources which do not adhere to their

'contract', are the main reasons for concem. In particular, in [12] the effectiveness

of the leaky bucket mechanism for mean bit rate policing is studied. The

performance of this mechanism has been found to depend critically on the

distributions of the on and off periods for an ory'off source and not just on their

mean value. It is suggested that the solution to the above problems will be obtained

in the future by a combination of different forms of traffic control acting on
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different types of traffic.

(l-Cum. Prob.)

*l

(Logx3
scale)

*4

m m+s m+2s m+3s m+4s
Bit rate

s = standard deviation

Figure 2.4: Staircæe Approximation for Gaussian Distribution

2 3.2 Congestion Control

Congestion control, which is treated here as a function of trafûc control, involves

actions carried out by the network in order to protect network resources from

overload conditions. The purpose of such actions is to minimise congestion effects

and to avoid the spread of congestion [9]. Traditional methods of flow control used

for congestion control may not b9 used in ATM networks due to high uansmission

rates which would require rapid reaction time from controllers. Rather than using

rcactive control mechanism pfeventive control schemes have been Suggested.

preventive control is particularly suited to the connection oriented mode of

operation of ATM networks. These methods aim to ensure that network trafflc

intensities never reach congestion levels, thus treating congestion as a rare event

due to unpredictable statistical fluctuations of traffic flows [9] or failure in the

network. Preventive congestion control can be canied out using connection

admission control and bandwidth enforcement cont¡ol. While in this manner long

term congestion (such as caused by a network failure) may be minimised, short telm

congestion (such as caused by statistical fluctuations in trafflc streams) still needs to

*z

be addressed.
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Although preventive control has been suggested most commonly, cell discard

mechanisms using some form of reactive control have also been proposed. Main

work in this area has been caried out by Eckberg, Lucantoni and associates. A

framework for congestion, flow, and error control based on bandwidth management

is proposed in [13]. Congestion control is implemented within the network, whereas

flow and e¡¡or controls are implemented in end devices. Trafûc entering the network

is monitored in real time and cells which exceed agreed traff,c parameters are

marked with a violation tag and are not guaranteed to be transported. control

devices distributed along the flow path discard violation tagged cells when

congestion has to be relieved. This mechanism may allow for better utilisaton of

t¡e transmission resources compared to discarding all violation tagged cells at the

entry points to the network. However, the impact of congestion, due to tagged cells

being allowed into ttre network, on the non-tagged cells in the network has not been

deterrnined yet.

The leaky-bucket algorithm which is used for traff,c monitoring in real time is

treated in t161. Negotiation at calt set-up is necessary to determine leaky-bucket

parameters for traffic monitoring process. The network should be able to determine

whether the requested traffrc parameters can be supported. The purpose of this study

has been to characterise the outpllt of non-tagged traffic taking into account the

effect of burstiness on the relevant time scale of the network. The study is canied

out using a two-state Markov modulated Poisson model (which is described in

detail in chapter 4) for the source traffic and dynamics of the leaky bucket are

modelled by a ûnite capacity queue with a detemrinistic service. In order to study

burstiness of non-tagged cells in terms of the time scale of the network, the non-

tagged traffic, which passes through the leaky bucket, is subsequently put into an

infinite-server system with exponentially distributed service times (with rate

parameter p). The parameter p is used to capture ttre effects of network utilisation.

The conclusion drawn by presenting a numerical example is ttrat the impact of

bursty traffic on network perfonnance is greatest when bunt dynamics of trafflc
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entering the network are short compared to netwofk time-constants.

The technique for assessing burstiness in terms of time scales relevant in the

network described above is based on the concept of peakedness. Peakedness, as

used for characterisation of teletraffic processes, is described in more detail in [15].

This type of characterisation allows approximations of interactions of a traffic

stream with a range of service SyStemS. Peakedness is def,ned as:

z(!r)=#ffis (2.r)

where X(-) denotes the number of customers in the infinite-server system. Service

times of the server are exponentially distributed. This definition can be generalised

t15l to allow service times to have any distribution with a finite mean. Peakedness

provides a quantitative method for assessing effects on congestion produced by

various characteristics in both the arrival stream and the server. Congestion is

caused by the interaction between the arrival stream and the queueing system as a

result of variability in the anival stream over the duration of the time that an anival

spends in the system. The concept of peakedness will be also used in Ctrapter 5 in

reference to traffic superposition

2.4 Connection Admission Control Models

Models for connection admission are necessary in order to detemrine conditions

which will allow efficient utilisation of resources in ATM networks where different

types of calls will need to be supported. The two components needed in such

models are the traffic model and the ATM connection model. Approaches taken in

the literature for addressing the problem of connection admission control can be

broadly categorised as queueing model approaches and approaches which are based

on the concept of the effective bandwidth. These approaches are discussed below.

A queueing model for connection admission control has been proposed in [32]. A

source model based on the ory'off model is used to represent traffic flows. 'When the
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source is in the on-state it nansmits cells with a fixed rate and when it is in the off-

state it is silent. Durations of the on and off states are exponentially distributed.

Figure 2'5 shows a transition diagram forthe ory'off trafflc model'

lon

Average time in on-state =
I

ron

Average time in off-state =
I

rolf

Figure 25: Model for On and Off Trafflc Source

cell loss probability is chosen as a measure of quality of service required by

services. A single link modelled by a cell multiplexer with a FIFO queue is used for

quality of service evaluation. It is assumed that the most restrictive quality of

service requirement has to apply to all services. The cell loss probability of l0+

corresponding to this quality of service is chosen'

Evaluation of the link performance is canied out using four queueing models with

Uafflc input in all cases modelled as ory'off sources. The f,rst model is a fluid flow

queueing modelfor heterogeneous traffic and it is treated as the reference model for

the remaining models. The second model (called the hornogeneous fluid flow

approximation) is produced as an approximation of the reference model in which

the a¡rival process is approximated by identical ory'off sources' By approximating

the queueing system in the second model by a corresponding multi server loss
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system the third model is produced. This model is referred to as the binomiøl

multi-server approximation since the number of Sources, which is at any time in the

on-state, is binomially disfributed. This is equivalent to the model proposed in t20l

which was analysed using a large deviation approximation. (Study presented in t20l

is also discussed later in this section). The last model is constructed in a similar

fashion by approximating the queueing system in the reference model (which used

heterogeneous ory'off traffic) by a mutti-server loss system. Since the input stream

into this System can be approximated by an anival process having a negative

binomial or Pascal distribution, this model is referred to as the pascal multi-server

approximation.

The four models are compared using numerical calculations. It is concluded that

fluid flow models are too complex for obtaining admission control criterion and an

admission control algorithm based on the binomial multi-semer approximation (i.e.

multi-server loss approximation to the homogeneous fluid flow approximation) is

advocated. This is an interesting result as traditionally fluid flow approximations

produce simpler solutions than those obtained ftom queueing models. It could be

attributed to the fact that the simplifrcation achieved in the binomial multí-semer

approximation sacifrces information regarding the distribution of the on and off

periods in the traffic source.

Another approach to connection arlmission is presented in [59]. Trafflc generated

by a connection is described by stochastic processes zo, Yo, and by a random

variable X which correspond to cell level, burst level, and connection level

descriptions.

Cell loss probability of the ATM link used by connections is related to the

perrrissible ttroughput of the tirll( and depends on the architecture of the ATM

switching element. This cell loss probability is taken as an input parameter

describing the performance of the link. This parameter could be obtained by

analytical or simulation methods at the cell level. Cell loss probability of an
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individual connection is then obtained in terms of cell loss probability of the link

and traffic characteristics on the link.. It is noted that fixed cell loss probability in

an ATM link does not give the same cell loss probability for each connection

utilising the pipe. This observation, howevet, is made by considering different

periods of time for connections displaying different characteristics.

The resulting admission algorithm uses the mean and peak bit rates of the new and

existing connections to decide whether a new connection should be accepted. The

algorithm also requires that all connections in the same link are segregated into two

classes. Connections belonging to one class are allocated peak bit rates whereas

those belonging to the second class are suitable for statistical multiplexing.

However, it is not made clear how interference between the two classes is to be

taken into account.

In I20l connection artmission problems are studied aszuming a bufferless ATM

network. Traffrc sources are assumed to altemate between periods of activity and

inactivþ. During periods of activity sources are Uansmiüing at a fixed bit rate,

whereas during periods of inactivity sources are silent (cf the model n l32l

discussed earlier). They are defined using two parÍìmeters: peak bandwidth when

active, and the fraction of time conesponding to the active time. The statistical

behaviour of the system is sn¡died using a large deviation approximation' The

criterion for connection acceptance is a prespecified cell loss probability allowed in

a transmission resource. Cell loss probability is defined as the probability that the

instantaneous demand of active sources exceeds the available capacity of the

resource. An example is given in t20l in which th¡ee different types of connections

are combined. One of the interesting results obtained in this study is the near

planarity of the surface defining the permissible admission region for these

connections. Such surfaces are found to be almost planar for a wide range of

parameters. It is suggested tTrat this near planar nature of connection admission

boundaries could be used as the basis for a simple connection admission control

strategy in which each traffic type would be assigned an effective bandwidth. The
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effective bandwidth of a source would depend on the characteristics of the source,

capacity of the transmission resource and the allowed cell loss probability. It would,

however, be independent of characteristics of other sources. A new connection

would be accepted if the resulting zum of the effective bandwidths of all the

connections in progress does not exceed the available transmission capacity.

Furttrer questions relating to the def,nition of a "traffic type" and the number of

different traffic types allowed using this strategy may still have to be investigated.

Other strategies for connection admission control based on the idea of the effective

bandwidth have also been proposed. In t40l a survey of such methods is presenæd.

A general requirement for cell level performance is represented as:

fY@¡...,nr)<P¡ for I<i 3k

where /fl represents a performance function, ¿¡ the number of connections of class

i, p¡ the cell level performance requirement for the class i connection, and W the

available transmission capacity. The above inequality specifies the admissible

region for connection acceptance.

Methods for determining above regions which use effective bandwidth are called

indirect methods as opposed to direct methods in which the calculation of the

performance function /fl is canied out on-line for each new state (nt .-., n*)- A

number of possible approximations are.identified using indirect methods. In the

simplest method the effective bandwidth W(nu -.,nr) for all connections sharing a

transmission link is given as the sum of the peak rates of each connection [61]' [17].

This method, however, is very inefficient as it does not take advantage of statistical

multiplexing at the cell level. In t17l more efficient use of available capacity is

made by assuming that capacity is overallocated. This is done in order to take into

account random fluctuations in the bit rate requirement of each connection'

Another approximation for calculation of the effective bandwidth is given as:
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w (nt,..., nt\ =þw,{",)

where W;(n¡) fepresents the effective bandwidth for class i and it is defined as the

minimum value satisfYing:

¡((nt) < min P¡

where ¡((n) represents cell level perfonnance when only class i connections are

canied by the transmission link with capaclry z- This approximation takes

advantage of statistical multiplexing of connections within each clæs' holvever'

statistical multiplexing between different classes is ignored.

Another approximation for obtaining effective bandwidth which is reviewed in [40]

is given by:

w(nt, -.-,n*)=hn,u,

where % is the effective bandwidth for a class i connection, and is given by link

capacity w divided by nfl"'. n¡dx is the maximum number of class i cor¡nections

which can be carried on tlre link so that the cell level performance requirement is

met, i.e.

ÍY@P) <P¡.

This approximation is also suggested in t201. It is, however, pointed out that the

above approximation is too optimistic and methods for improving its accuracy are

more complex t401. one of the methods which attempts to achieve mofe accuracy

is proposed in t141. The evaluation of the effective bandwidth in [14] takes into

account interaction of different classes of traffic. However, the method is staæ

dependent and requires more complex calculations'

Effective bandwidth approximation using Gaussian disüibution have also been

proposed. They are, however, not suitable for bursty traffic and methods which

attempt to improve its accuracy a¡e also more complex [33]' [58]'
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25 Conclusion

This chapter has presented main approaches and techniques found in the literature

for resource management and traffic control in ATM networks. The overall aim of

such approaches has been to satisfy performance requirements of diverse services

expected in future ATM networks and at the same time to make efficient use of

available network lesources.

While individual aspects of this problem have been addressed, an overall

framewo¡k is required which will allow flexible provision of multiple performance

levels and effrcient utilisation of network resources. One of the objectives of

Chapter 3 is to present a new traftc management and control architecture based on

the concept of the virn¡al network.

Particular attention has also been given in the literature to the problem of

connection admission control, where a number of different models have been

suggested. The architecture presented in Chapter 3 will be used as a framework for

studying connection admission control in ATM networks. A queueing model for

connection admission based on that framework will be also proposed in Chapter 3.
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Chapter Three:

Traffic Management and Control

Aspects in ATM Networks

Leading to connection Admission control

3.L lntroduction

Quality of service has been used as a performance measurc describing the level of

performance experienced by a service in the network. Different definitions of

quality of service used in different types of networks stem from the fact that those

networks were designed to support one particular service and hence their

perfomrance was optimised for that service only'

In ATM networks a large number of distinct services will have to vie for the same

network rcsources. Different management and control schemes will have to be

devised in order to support diverse quallty of service requirements of such services'

one aspect of t¡afflc management and control which will be affected by different

quality of service requirements is connection admission control.

In this section quality of service as a performance measure in future ATM nenvorks

is discussed. This in tum leads to control requirements necessary to provide distinct

qualities of service in ATM networks, taking into account the statistical nature of

such networks. A trafflc management and control architectufe is presented next and

using this ftamework a connection admission control model is proposed' The

connectionadmissioncontrolmodelconsistsoftwoparts:thequeueingmodelfor
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the virn¡al path and the anival stream model for stream superposition in a virtual

path. Analytical studies of these two parts are canied out in chapter 4 and 5

respectively.

32 Control and Service Quality Considerations

Future ATM networks will have to provide 'bandwidth on demand' to network

users. They will have to handle various types of traffic requiring different bit rates

and demanding different qualities of service. unlike in traditional circuit switching

networks, bandwidth in ATM networks will not be fixed to a limited number of

allowed levels. In ATM networks users will be able to demand bandwidth from a

continuous and wide spectfum. This has important implications for managing and

controlling the use of network resources'

Thetermquatltyofservicehasbeenusedtocoverarangeofperformance

requirements which users impose on networks. The concept of quality of service of

telecommunications services has been a major focus of the standardising activities

of the ccITT. It has defined the tenn for telephone networks and narrowband ISDN

netwolks in its recommendations. According to its def,nition the overall quality of

service aS seen by users depends on a number of factors' It iS characterised by the

combined effect of service support performance, seryice operability performance'

and service integdty as defined in t9l. The service integfity facÛor concerns

transmission performance and more preciseþ the level of reproduction of the

transmitted signal at the receiving end [9]'

The two main parameters which specify quatity of service in ATM networks are

end-to-end delay and cell loss probabilify. These pafameters become particularly

relevant when network resources arc statistically assigned to services. when

network rcsources are allocated detemrinistically (i.e. according to peak bit rate

requircments), cell delay and cell loss are minimal and approach those of circuit

swirching netlvorks t441. In ATM networks, where high speed trunks will be used'

cell delay may be negligible and cell delay control may not be required' This leaves
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cell loss probability æ a main performance measure or quality of service measr¡re

and control of this parameter will be necessary if statistical multiplexing is to be

used. However, such measures as maximum cell loss variation, and probability and

duration of periods of high cell loss rates may also have to be considered [62]'

Nevertheless, only cell loss probabiliry will be regarded as an important

performance measure in this study.

Another performance measure which may be important in ATM networks is grade

of service. Grade of service can be considered in terms of connection blocking

probability in contrast to quality of service which is measured in terms of cell

blocking probability when the connection is already in progress' In this study only

quality of service will be considered, however, provision for inclusion of gtade of

service in the connection admission algorithm will be made.

The requirement for "bandwidth on demand" and for multiple qualities of service to

be provided by ATM networks has important implications on the control

capabiJ.ities which the network has to display. Bandwidth allocated to users will

have to be controlled to ensure efficient use of network resources. Quality of service

provided in the network will also have to be controlled. This can be achieved by

controlling individual traffic sEeams and by ensuring that their effect on each other

results in the required performance level'

ATM nenvorks can be envisaged as providing virtual tfansport networks' These

transport networks allow flexible use of available bandwidth and due to the

statisticat nantre of such networks it is possible to achieve multiptexing gain with

traffic displaying bursty characteristics. In contrast to the statistical nature of the

transport network, contrcl of resources and control of quality service will have to be

canied out in a deterministic fashion'

Connection admission conEol can be regarded as a traffic control function as

outlined in chapter 2. It concems admission of new traffrc strcÍlms into the network

based on the cunent state of the network and the performance level to be satisfled.
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The admission control model, which will be described under the architectural

framework, will be based on the concept of preventive congestion control as

described in ChaPter 2.

The above considerations lead to the need for a flexible traffic management and

traffic control architecture which will take advantage of the statistical nature of

ATM networks and which will provide deterministic control capabilities including

admission control caPabilities.

3.3 Traffic Management and Control Architecture

The architecture presented here was flrst proposed in I2l. While tTris architecture is

not the result of the studies presented in this thesis, it is used as a framework under

which a connection admission control model is proposed. The architecture consists

of th¡ee levels: ATM Resource Management level, ATM Trafûc Management level'

and ATM Trafûc Control level. These levels relate to fesource management'

admission contfpl, and bandwidth enforcement which were discussed in Chapter 2'

The architectu¡e is based on the concept of virnral networks.

The concept of virtual networks forms an important part of the traffic management

and control architecture. A virtual network (or a logical overlay netwoÐ is defined

¿ìs a Set of virn¡at paths created in the network in order to provide a given minimum

quality of service to network users. A number of virtuat networks may be set up

depending on the number of distinct qualities of service to be supponed' A

connection using a particular virn¡al network is guaranteed the quality of service

provided by the virtual network. During the lifetime of the connection, however' the

actual quariry of service experienced by the connection may in fact be better than

the minimum guaranæed in the virtual network. FigUre 3'1 depicts a representation

of virnlal networks created to satisfy a number of quality of service requirements

¿
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Figure 3.1: Virrual Networks Based on Quality of Service Requirements

Each of the levels forming the traffrc management and traffic conuol architecture is

described and discussed below. The architecture is also depicted in Figure 3.2

showing the three levels.

33.1 ATM Resource Management

The ATM Resource Management level is responsible for setting up and managing

virn¡al networks as demand for them changes in the network. This level monitors

the use of resources in virn¡al paths and adjusts the allocated reSources æ demand

falls or rises. It receives requests from ATM Traffic Management units for more

capacity and it reduces available capacity if capacity is being underutilised. Failures

in the network will also affect resource allocation action at this level.
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3.3.2 ATM Traffic Management

The ATM Traffic Management level is responsible for managing capacity in

individual virhtal paths. At this level decisions are also made whethgr a connection

should be accepted into the network. Admission decisions will have to be based on

traffic parameters describing traffic flows in cormectiotìs, the quality of service and

the grade of service demanded by connections, and the resources available to the

network. Traff,c classes may be defined in the network based on the limited

number of possible traffic characteristics which the network can recognise. Every

connection will then be assigned a üaffic class which closely matches its

characteristics. Similarly, a limited number of virn:al networks can be provided

corresponding to the qualities of service supported by the network, Grade of

seryice classes may also be defined based on the grade of service required by

connections.

3.3.3 ATM Traffic Control

The ATM Trafûc Control level is responsible for ensuring that traffic flows in

individual virtual channels and virn¡al paths do not exceed allowed th¡esholds. As

discussed in Chapter 2, due to tÌìe high speed of information flow in ATM networks,

ATM
Trafñc
Conuol

VC
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preventive control as opposed to reactive conü'ol will have to be exercised' The

main purpose of this usage monitoring mechanism at the virtual channel level is to

protect network resources from users who by exceeding their negotiated traffic

parameters might otherwise degrade the quality of service of other users' The

simplest, and most conservative, action that can be taken upon detecting trafflc

violation is cell discard in the offending stream'

At the virn¡al path level the aim of the traffrc control level is to maintain separation

between different virnral paths so that any interference between traffic belonging to

those virnral paths is minimised. This action will ensure that qualities of service

provided in virtual paths belonging to different virtual networks are protected' A

simple way of implementing this sepalation can be achieved by policing each

virtual path according to the peak bit rate corresponding to the capacity of the

virn¡al path. Figure 3.3 depicts a rcpresentation of virhral channels and virnral paths

inanATMlink

Virtual Charurels Virnlal Paths

F.igure 33: Virn¡al Paths and viftual ctrannels in ATM Networks

Note that different time scales are associated with each ìevel in the architecture'

ATM Resource Management is expected to carry out its operation within the period

of tens of minutes or longer. ATM Trafflc Management which deals with new

connections will have to respond according to ttre corurection anival and

termination rate resulting in response time in the order of milliseconds' Lastly,

ATM Link
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ATM Traffic Control will have to handle individual cells which will have

inærarrival times of micrcseconds. These time scales have implications on the

interactions between the different levels and the models which can be applied at

each level.

3.4 Connection Admission Control Model

In the simplest model for connection admission control, a connection will be

admiued into the network if the network can guamntee the quality of service

required for the new connection and the connections already in progress' Certain

trafflc statistics of the connection will have to be presented to the network to allow

the decision to accept or reject the connection to be made. The admission

mechanism will have to determine if there exists a virtuat path into which the

particular cornection can be assigned and if there is enough spale capacity for that

connection.

Each connection requires a virnral channel to be set up between the required origin

and destination, which will provide and guarantee the required quality of service'

The virn¡al channel will be part of ttre virn¡al path, which can be envisaged as

carrying ottrer virnral channels which also require similar quality of service from the

network. Depending on tTre type of trafflc in the virn¡al channels, some statistical

multiplexing may be allowed (or even desirable if üaffic is of bursty nature). Each

virnral channel in a particular virn¡al path will experience the same performance

from the network as the other virtual channels sharing with it tTre virnlal path' In

order to ensurc that the quality of service of each individual virilal channel is

maintained, each virtual channel must be guarded so that any excess trafflc'

differing fr,om the agreed trafûc statistics, is not allowed to enter ttre virnral path.

A11 virnlal paths are separated from each other in order to ensure independence of

traffrc sgeams canied in those virtuat paths. This ensures that trafflc streams

belonging to different virn¡al paths do not interfere with each other thus

guaranteeing their qualities of service. Hence, to ensure ttrat traffic streams in
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different virn¡al paths are protected from each other, each virn¡al path should be

guarded.

The guarding or policing mechanism, both at virn¡al channels and virn¡al paths will

have to be inexpensive (so that additional cost per customer is minimal), but at the

same time it will have to be effective. As discussed in Chapter 2, a leaky bucket

mechanism has been proposed as a way for policing real time Uaffic' In particular'

the policing mechanism at the origin of each virnlal path should ensure separation

oftraffic belonging to different virnral paths and hence quatities ofservice provided

by those virn¡al paths. In order to achieve this separation traffic policing based on

peak bit rates will have to be enforced.

Based on the above observations and using the traffic management and traffic

control framework introduced earlier, a model for connection admission control can

be proposed.

The connection admission model can be separated into two pafts: a queueing model

for the virtual path and an arrival stfeam model for stream zuperposition in a given

virrual path. The criterion for admission of a connection is the overall cell loss

probability experienced by connections ln a given virnral path.

3.4.L Queueing Model for Yirtual Path

At the virtual path level a traffic stream representing the aggregate of all traffic

streÍuns carried in the virnlal path is considered. The quality of service of all

connections in that virtual path is ttren deterrnined by the cell loss probability set by

the policing mechanisn for the virnlal path. As pointed out ea¡lier, since separation

of traffrc in different virtual paths must be ensured in order to provide and guarantee

distinct qualities of seryice, the policing mechanism will limit the peak bandwidth

allowed in the virnral Path.

The size of buffers in ATM networks is expected Ûo be small. Large buffers might

increase cell delay and cell delay jitter of delay sensitive service t331. In this model
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of connection admission control a measure of quality of service is taken as the

overall cell loss probability suffered by traffic streams in the network. Taking into

account the expected cell loss probability of less than 10-e for future ATM

networks, it is assumed that cell loss will be imposed on traffic sgeams

predominantty by policìng mechanisms. In fact, at these entry points to the network

service dependent loss probability could be introduced with ease using the above

mechanisms.

Taking the above requirements into account, an admission mechanism employing a

policing mechanism based on peak rate limiting can be represented by a short queue

with a deterministic server (see Figure 3.4). As a result, the model reduces to that of

a G/D/l¡¡{ queue, where G denotes a general anival process, D a deterministic

seryer, and N the number of waiting spaces (including the sewer) in the queue. It

should be noted that this queue affects only the cell loss probability of the entering

stream. No cells are acrually queued and the cell stream entering the remainder of

the network is not the ouþut process of the above queueing System. To achieve

complete separation between virn¡al paths, the number of waiting spaces in the

queue should be set to N a l. .However, to allow some bursts to take place in the

anival stream at the peak bit rate and to obtain better utilisation of the available

bandwidth, the queue length might be set somewhat higher. The question of setting

the queue length (or the depth of the leaky bucket) will be investigated in Chapter 5.

A two-state Markov-modulated Poisson process can be used as the anival proæss

into the above queue. The two-state MMPP will be chosen in such a way as to

approximate the aggregate stream in the virn¡al path. The two-state MMPP process

is described in detail in Chapter 4.

3.4.2 Stream Arrival Model

The connection admission model also involves the superposition of a number of

two-state MMPPs representing traffic streams in individual virn¡al channels, A

two-state MMpp is a very general anival process which is analytically tractable and
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Figure 3.4: Connection Admission Queueing Model

which has been used to model a wide lange of traffic sources [38]' [52]. Traffrc

streams corresponding to virntal charurels need to be superimposed in order to

obtain an aggregate traffrc stream which can be applied 
:o 

the queueing system

modelling the policing mechanism of the virtual path as described in the previous

section. Figure 3.5 depicts the required strearn superpositon'

VCt

VCz

VCz VP
(2-søteMMPPs)

VC¡ (2-søteMMPP)

VC"

Figure 35: Stream Superposition in connection Admission Model

A traffic stream in a virtual channel must p¿ìss through a trafnc controller placed at

ttre origin of the virn¡al channel. This trafflc contrcller imposes an upper limit on

the bit rate of the stream. Action of trafûc controllers, however, should not change

the characteristics of the traffic streíÌm drasticatly, unless the sEeam is violating its

negotiated parameters. On the other hand, if violation does occur then the strcam

which is output by the traffic controller implemented using a leaky bucket has been

found to have less effect on cell loss probability of other traffic stre¡rms in the
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network, comparcd to its effect when negotiated parameters are adhered to [27]' As

a result, a traffic sream which is modelled by a two-state MMPP according to the

user-specified characteristics and which is being policed according to those

characteristics shotrld result in the wont case scenario as far as its effect on the cell

loss probability experienced by other traffic present in the virnrat path is concemed

t281.

Although traffic in individual virtual channels is proposed to be represented by

two-state MMPP in this model, other descriptions of such traffic may also be

considered. Superposition methods suitable for obtaining the aggregate stream from

individual traff,c streams will be required' In Chapter 5 a superposition method'

which does not depend on the assumption that traff,c in individual virnral channels

is modelled by a two-state MMPP, will be sfudied. However, due to the versatility

and simplicity of the two-state MMPP description, this description will be

maintained in the connection admission algorithm in chapter 6.

The method for sFeam superposition must be able to capture the important

characteristics of the aggregate stream and it must be suitable for implementation in

a connection admission algorithm. Two issues which arc impofiant, aS fat as

implementation is concemed, are addition of a new connection to the existing

aggregate and removal of an old connection from the aggregate'

35 Conclusion

A flexible traffic management and trafûc contfol architecture has been presented'

using this architecture efficient use of available network resources can be made. It

can also provide distinct and guaranteed quality of service levels. The architecture

consists of three levels at which rcsouroe management, admission control' and

bandwidth enforcement take place respectively'

A connection admission model has been proposed using this architectural

framework. Two distinct parts of the model have been identifled. These are the
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virtual path queueing model and the sueam anival model for superposition of traffic

streams in individual virn¡al channels belonging to the same virnral path' The

queueing system, modelled by the two-state MMPP/D/IÂ'[ queue is analysed and

solved for cell loss probability (representing quality of service) in Chapter 4. Traffic

superposition of two-state MMPPs modelting traffic in individual virtual channels is

subsequently studied in chapter 5. The criterion for connection admission is the

overall cell loss probability suffered by all the connections in a given virnral path.

The connection admission control algorithm based on the above connection

admission model is proposed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter Four:

Analytical Techniques

Leading to Algorithmic Solution of

Virtual Path Queueing Model

4.l lntroduction

The proceeding chapter presented an architectural ftamework for trafflc

management and control. Based on this framework a connection admission control

model was proposed. The model was sepafated into two pafis. The first part

contained the model of the virnral path in which the virn¡al path was represented by

the two-state MMPPID/l['{ queue. The arrival model for this queueing system,

representing the superposition of individual connections in a virnral path,

constituted the second part of the overall model. The objective of this chapter is to

analyse the first part of the connection admission control model and to provide a

solution for the two-state MMPP/D/IA{ queue in terms of cell loss probabilty,

which is regarded as the measure of quality of service provided in a virtual path.

In Section 4.2 aBarchMarkovian Arrival Process, of which the two-state MMPP is

a special case, is studied. Section 4.3 presents an analysis of the BMAPID/I/N

queue. This analysis is used in Section 4.4 to obtain an algorithmic solution of the

two-state MMPP/D/I/N queue.
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4.2 General Arrival Processes Leading to two-state MMPP

A two-state Markov-modulated Poisson process has been widely proposed as a

trafûc model for a large variety of trafûc types ranging from data to voice and video

[16], [38], Í461,1521, [53], [30], [34]. One important characteristic of the two-state

MMpp is that it can be used in obtaining analytically tractable solutions when used

as an input to queueing systems.

A generating model for the two-state Markov-modulated Poisson proc€ss is shown

in Figure 4.1. The process can be seen to result from an altemated switching

between two Poisson processes. These processes are characterised by the inænsities

?r.r and ),2 respectively. The times that the process spends in each of the two states

are exponentially distributed with means Tr and 12. Hence the two-state MMPP can

be compleæly charactedsed by the following four parameters:

1Ly,)v2,r1: Tr , ÃÍrd 12= l2

rl

Ì")

rz

Figure 4.1: Two-state MMPP

A two-state MMPP can be regarded as a special case of two more general processes

presented in t38l nd Í4\l.These processes, known as the Batch Ma¡koiian Anival

process (BMAP) and the Versatile Markovian Point P¡ocess (VMPP) respectively,

are equivalent to each other. The notation introduced for the BMAP is, however,

simpler and more elegant. The analysis of these general processes leads to a

1

Àr
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particularly simple description of the two-state MMPP, which can be used in the

analysisofthetv/o-stateMMPP/D/lÂ.[queueingsystem.Thesubsectionbelow

presents the main features of the BMAP with this aim in mind'

42.L Batch Markovian Arrival Process

Consider a 2-dimensional Markov prccess {N(t)' J(t)} on the state space {(ri):

i >0, I < j 3m) withQ, the infinitesimal generator givenby:

(4.r)

where D¡, k 2O are m x m matrices.

If N(t) represents a counting variable and J(t) a phase variable then the above

process deflnes a batch anival process where transitions from a state (ii) to state

(i+v,l), y 21., I <i,I <m correspond to a batch anival of size v- The evolution of

the process can be described as follows. Let the Markov process describing the

prccess of moving between the phases (called from now on lhe underþing Markov

process) be in phase j,l < j <m.Tthe time during which this process will remain in

this phase is exponentially distributed with parameter À¡. At the end of that time a

Uansition occuls to another or back to the same phase. This transition may or may

not correspond to an arrival epoch. Transitions to the same phase without an arival

a.re, however, not considered. With probability Pr(O,k), I <i, k 3m, k + i, there

will be a transition ûo phase ,t without an anival. With probability p¡(v k), v > l,

l< j,k Sm, there will be a transition to phase ft with a barch arrival of size v.

0

Do Dt D2 D3 Da

0 DoD1D2D3
0 0 DsD1D2
0 0 0 DoDr
0000D0

Thus:
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(Do)¡¡ =-L¡,

(Do);¿ = L¡P¡(O,k), | < i, k 3m, k * i,

(D')j*=L¡p¡(v *), v > l' 1si ,k 3m.

Thus matrix Ds goven6 transitions which correspond to no arrivals, and D" govems

transitions which correspond to arrivals of batches of size v. Figure 4.2 depicts the

evolution of the Markov process with generator Q'

ù* )¡*

Phase Variable

T

J

k

I

Counting VariableN

i+v

Figure 4.2: Evolution of the Markov process with generator Q

Let P(f ) be the transition probability matrix of the Markov process {N(t)' J(t)}' with

generator Q. Then the forward Chapman-Kolmogorov equation for the Markov

chain becomes:

r/ir¡ = P(r)Q, for t >0 , withP(O) =¡'

Let

P¡x(n,t) =+ (t) = n, I (t) =k I lv(O) = 0, J(0) =I (4.2)

be the Q;k) element of an m x m matrix P(n,f ). Matrix P(n,r) can be obtained from

the üansition probability matrix as the n-th block matrix in the first row of P(r)'
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The transition probability matrix has then the following form:

Y(n,t)= 
"{r(v,r)o 

n-v, fl > 1, f > 0,

P(0,0)=L

The matrix generating function P'(z,t\ canbe defined as:

P"(z,t) =fi1{n,t)2", for lz l( 1.

P(0,r
0
0
0

:

)
)

) P(l,t
P(0,t
0
0
0

:

)

The matrices P(¿/) satisff:

P(t
P(0,t

It satisfies:

#r. k,r) = P* (z,t)D(z),

P*(z 'q = I,

and can be obtained from:

P'(z,t)-¿D(z)t, for lz|<1, f >0.

where D(z) is the matrix generating function deûned as:

D(z)=þ¡zr, for lz I l l

(4.3a)

(4.3b>

(4.4)

(4.s)

(4.6)

Also define D as:

o= i. Dr
ÊD

(4.7)
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and let ¡r be the stationary probability of the Markov plocess with generator D, so

that æ satisfies:

t[D=0,

and

lre=1.

Generator D describes the underlying Markov process'

The Markov-modulated Poisson process (Ml\æP) is a special case of the batch

Markov anival process (BMAP) described above. The MMPP has an inflnitesimal

generator R for the underlying Markov process given by:

f,=

rt,n
rzm
f3m
r+¡

ft,t tt,Z rl3 r\4
rZJ rLz r2,5 r2,4

rs! r3,2 r33 r3,4

rqJ rq,z r4,r r4l

lm¡ Ím2 fn1 fmA . . f^,m

and an anival rate matrix À given bY:

A,= diag(Ìq,.., À.)'

In this case all anivals consist of a barch of size I and hence Di = 0, j 2 2' Also Do =

R - 
^, 

and Dr = Â. Arrivals cannot occur at the same time as the transitions between

states of the underlying Markov process, hence the forrn of Dr'

For a two-state Markov-modulated Poisson process we have:

and 
^ 

is given bY:
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rl
-rz-Lz

and

and hence the inflnitesimal generator Q is given by:

a

with Do and Dr as above. Note that for a MMPP, D is equivalent to R' Figure 4'3

shows the evolution of the two-state MMPP.

îu2
j=2

Phase Variable

J

j=1

Counting Variable N

DoDr0 0 0
0 DsD10 0
0 0 DoDr0
0 0 0 DoDr
0000Ds

^4

rL 1112 rl 12 rl

Figure 43: Evolution of the two-state MMPP
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43 Analysis of the BMAPIDiI/N Queue

In the following section the matrix-analytic approach to tÏre BMAP/G/I/æ Queue

will be presented. This will be followed by the analysis of the finite version of the

above queue - the BMAP/G/l[.{ queue. The analyses pfesented below are based on

the works of [38], 1421,1461, and [6].

43.1 Analysis of the BMAP/G/l/* Queue

Defrne the arrival process by the sequence { D¿,È >0}. Then the fundamental

anival rate for the process is given by:

L=t-7n**'þ,t)e (4.S)

evaluated at z = l, where ru is the stationary probability vector of the underlying

Markov process with the generator D = fiDr, and P'(z,t) is the generating function

for the transition probabilities P(n,t) as defined in Equation 4.4. Also À-1 is the

fundamental (or average) interanival time of the process. The above expression can

be simplified furtherbY noting that:

$Y'ç"'t¡=t#tþ) eD('>'

Then fi¡om Equation 4.6:

dr
AùQ)= f;kDxz*-l

= i,to*
Ë1

as z = 1. Also eD(r)t e = e. As a result, Equation 4.8 becomes:

I=tÀÈD¡ e. (4.e)
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Denote the arbiuary service time cumulative distribution function by Ií (.) with its

finitemeanSl.Assumethattheanivalprocessarrdtheserviceprocessafe

independent and the trafflc utilisation p satisfies:

o=ft.r (4.10)

Define {r,n:n >0} as the successive epochs of deparnue withts:0. Let xn andJo

denote the queue length and the phase of the anival process at t;- Then

{(Xr,In,t,+r - T')} form a semi-Markov sequence with statejspace

{0,1,...}x {1,...m} and a transition probability matrix Þ(¡)' fnis sequence is

refened to as a semi-Markov since the process may remain in a state with an

arbitrary distribution of time and it is not constrained to the exponential distribution

as is the case in ordinary Markov chains. At the instants of deparnrre epochs the

process, however, behaves like an ordinary Markov chain, hence at those instants an

embedded Markov chain is formed. The transition probability matrix Þ1x¡ of tfre

semi-Markov Process is given bY:

P(r) =

no(¡) Br(r) ßzi'/') . .

Ä0ft) rr(r) Ã'zrl,) . .

o Ão(¡) Ãr(¡) , .

0 0 Ão(¡).. (4.tr)

where Á"(.r) and n"1.r¡ are mxm matrices deûned below and x denotes the time

within which the next deparnrre will take place. The maUices Ã'(x) and Én('r) are

defrned as:
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a'(¡) = P(n,t)dil(t), n à0, ¡ 20.

n"k):"å.|,, 
,1, "DID,Pln+ 

1-v ,y -u)dil(y -u)du

(4.r2)

and

(4.13)

The matrix n,1r¡ is obtained by conditioning on the time r and batch size v of the

f,rst anival. Figure 4.4 clarifies the notation used-

Last
Customer

Served
Firs¡ Ar¡ival

of Batch v

Next
Customer

Served

Idle periodæ
Time

v

Figure 4.4: Notation forEvaluation of Matrix B"(¡)

The matrices Ã,(r) and É,(.r) can be interpreted as follows:

(¡^(x)l¡r= P[grven a departure at time 0, which left at least one customer in the

queue and the anivat process in phase j, the next deparnue occurs no later than time

.r with the arrival prccess in phase &, and during ttrat service there were r arrivals),

(S^(*)l¡r= P{given a departure at time 0, which left the queue empty and the anival

prccess in phase j, the next depar$fe occurs no later than time ¡ with the ânival

prccess in phase /c, and leaves n a¡rivals in the queue),

u

Define the following Laplace-Stieltjes transforms:
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a,(s): e-", dÃn (x),
J

J
Bn(s) = e-"' dBn (x),

Also let

A^ = An (0) = An (-),

B, = B' (0) = Bo (-),

The stationary transition probability matrix of the Markov chain

P:P(æ): (4.14)

can be used to obtain the stationary queueJength disuibution x at deparnrre epochs.

The defining system of equations is:

xP(-)=x, xe=1. (4.1s)

Let x = (xo, xr,...) then we have:

x¡ --x6B¡ *Ë * A¡-¿.*1, i 20. (4.16)

by exPanding P(-).

Note that roj , |3i <m, is the stationary probability that a departurc leaves the

queue empty with the arrival pfocess in phase j. In fact (¡o¡)-r is the mean

rBcurÏence time of the state (0,.1) in úe Markov chain P. Note also that given xo the

vectors x¡ cÍlrl be obtained recursively from Equation 4'16'

B,t
a,
A¿-t

A¡

86 B1 B2
As A1 A2
0 AoAr

000
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Next the stationary queue length dist¡ibution at an arbitrary time needs to be

determined.

Define:

y(i i) = (t) = i,J (t)= j I X(0) = i', J(0) = i>0,1<j<m,t>0. (4.17)

X(¡) and,f (r) denote the queue length and the phase of the anival process at time t'

Note that forX(l)= i there must be some number of customers v in the queue just

after the last deparnrre epoch ¡ and in the interval (-r,tl there must be i - v arrivals.

,Ì

probability K1¡.;11i;¡(r) = 
"{" 

O, = i, r (t)= i I x (0) = i" J (0) = ;,} r* be obtained as

the solution of the Markov renewal equation [10] applied to the queue process as

described in APPendix C.

The limiting behaviour of Kç¡.;.¡q;;¡(r) can be obtained by application of the key

renewal theorem which is also described in Appendix C. As a result, the queue

length disuibution at an arbitrary time expressed in matrix notation becomes [46]:

yo=-lxùo-l (4.18a)

t, =;f i,¡*ou, +x,lJ1t -tl@DpG -v,u)da for i 21. (4.18b)

where

U, = -Do-l I), -

The (.1"t)th entry of U, denotes the conditional probability that an idle period ends

with an arrival of gtoup size v and the phase of the anival process ,t, given that the

idle period started with the arrival process in phase j.
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43.2 Extension of Analysis for the BMAP/G/I/N Queue

The effect of a finite queue in the model is the truncation of the state space of the

embedded Markov renewal prccess. If the queue is considered at the times of

deparnue then the transition probability matrix Þ (r) or the semi-Markov chain

formedby {(x" ,Jn 9n+t-r")} isgivenby:

P(x) =

no(x) nr(.r) iJz@) .

a¡1x) Ãr(x) itz(.¡) .

o Áo(¡) Ár(x) .

i. B¿(r)
kq-r

*i_,&(')

rfiuLr(x)

Biv-z(x)

Ãrn-z{ø)

Ãiv-:(¡) (4.19)

(4.20)

o o o .Ão(x) f,Ã*fi

where An(x) and 8,,(r) are defined by Equations 4.72 and 4.13. The statonary

transitionprobability matrix of the Markov chain P = Þ(-) is given by:

P_

*å-,"*

*åo*
*å-ro*

Bo Br Bz - BN-a

Ao Ar ltz . itn-z

0 Ao Ar . A¡v-¡

IAt
Få

000 Ao

Explicit expressions of the probabilities P¡¡(n,l) are difficult to obtain except for

simple cases like poisson, however an efficient algorithm for the computation of
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matficesA'hasbeengivenint3T].TheschemeisoutlinedinAppendixD.

ThematricesBn,deflnedinEquation4.T3insection4.3.l,aregiveninthe

stationary case bY:

8,, =-Do1åD**re"-o ' Ø'21)

This expression can be obtained from Equation 4.13 by evaluating the Laplace-

Stieltjes üansform Bn(s) at s = 0 as presented in t38l'

The computation of the stationary probability vector x at departure epochs can be

canied out as described in Appendix E'

After computation of matrix x, the queue length distribution at an arbitrary time

instantt is required. Let y=(yo,...,Yrv).The vectory0 canbe obtained by carrying

out analysis analogous to that presented for the infinite queue, where the key

renewal theorem was applied. In this case, however, the renewal points

correspondingonlytothedeparnrreelnchsfromarremptyqueuehavetobe

considered. Then [6]:

yo = [p-1 - ¡6D¡rs]-1[-xoDo 1] (4.22)

As an example, the above formula reduces to:

)o=(l -p) forMlGll

yo = ro(P + to)-t fot M lG lllN

and

whereP=?t/P.
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The probability that the server is idle is given by:

P;¿" =!¡ê

= -xo Do le[p-l - xoDo le]-l (4.23)

and the probability that the server is busy is given as:

Pb*y=l-P¡a"

= p-l[F:l - ><oD¡ts1-t (4.24)

The queue length distribution y¡ for 1 < i <N can be found using the supplementary

va¡iable technique [11], [36], t301. The use of this technique for this case is

described in Appendix G. This leads to the following expression for y¡:

Y¡ - P-l - xoDo le 1o¡ + 
"l 

(Do lD, )D¡-" (o)l

* jË*ot,-"-1(0) - Dr-" (0)f - t, D.(0)]

I

(4.2s)

for lSi<N-1. Also D"(s) can be obtained as the coefficients of z" from the

expansion of:

tD(z) + sfl-l =,fn"{t)""

Now,lhe blocking probability canbe obtained from:

Pbb"k=t -!v"* g-26)

4.4 Algorithm for the Solution of the two-stateMMPP/D/IN Queue

In this section the expressions prcsented in the previous sections will be used to

produce an algorithm for obtaining the queue length disuibution at an arbitrary time

and hence the blocking probability forthe two-state MMPP/D/lÂ'[ queue.
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The main steps of the algorithm are listed below. Each sæp, which is based on the

proceeding theory, is discussed in detail'

The Algorithm

The main steps of the algoritlun for the solution of the two-state MMPP/D/I/N

queue are shown in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: 2-state MMPPID/III Queue Algorithn Steps

Assume that the paxameters describing the two-state MMPP (i.e. Àr, )t2,rt, and 12)

are given. Also given is the service rate d and the depth of the queue N.

SteP I
Check queue stability

SteP 2
Determine truncauon

point

Step 3

Calculate A"

Step 4

Calculate B"

Step 5

Calculate x

Step 6

Calculate y

Step 7

Calculate P¡ør
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Step 1: Check the stability condition.

For the queue to be stable we require that:

p=ï.t

where p. I is the mean service time and I-1is the mean interanival time' For a two-

state MMPP:

X-l =
r1*12

7Wr6

and for deterministic service distribution Vt = d-r where d denotes the deterministic

service rate. Hence the stability condition for the two-state MMPP/D/I['{ queue is:

n= Ltrzl?uzrt d-r < Ir r 1*r2
(4.27)

Step 2: Determine the truncation point for the computation of transition probability

matrices 4,.

As detailed in Step 3, matrices an canbe computed from :

a, = i1¡Ki
l=rt

where the sequence 1o is described in Appendix D'

Since 
"fu, 

= I the choice of the tn¡ncation index No is given by the smallest index

No forwhich

N"

lTn=1-e
n=U

The choice of e= 10-8 is recommended in [47] andÍ231'

For the two-state MMPP, 1¡ is given by [25]:
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Tt- e4t re{u (r)

where

0=max(Ir -R¡¡)

where

So we have:

0 = max(Àr *rtlvz* rz)

when the service distribution a(.) is deterministic with mass at d-r then yn can be

computed recursivelY from [25]:

\g= 94d-r @.28a)

r": (9#)v'-.

Step 3: Calculate trmsition probability matrices Ao'

hr this step the computation of the sequence {Ao,..Aiv"} is carried out with No as

determined in Step 2. The sequence {To,,.,T¡v"} will also be used'

The elements An canbe comPuted from:

n" = år,Ki
(4,2e)

as described in APPendix D.

i

For a n¡vo-søte MMPP the elements Kj are given as follows:
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K{+t-KdG+0-1(R-^))

where R is as given in SteP 2 and

Also

and

Kj+t-Ki(I+0^)+Kl-r 0^

Taking into account the truncation index Ns, the elements of Ko can be calculated

from

=,= 
[å î]

KB

:r= 
lB 

B]K9

(4.30)

Step 4: Calculate transition probability matrices B'

The elements B, are calculated (see Equation 4.21) by:

g, = !tq-oo'lD")ao-,+r
(4.31)

where

(-Do,Dr)={b' il V:rrl'lr' il
andDr=0forv>l

step 5: calculate the queue length distribution at departure epochs x.

The inverse matrix T-r is necessary for the calculation of the vector x. As described

in Appendix E:

o,=þ,^,+(,$*,rr)KI"
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E¡ -Ao I-Ar -Az -l¡n-a
0 -Ao I-Ar . -A¡v-t

0 0 0 0-Ao

Ev-¡
T_ (4.32)

0 0Es

The inverse of this matrix can be obtained by following the algorithm for inverses

of Toeplitz matrices as presented in Appendix F'

Having calculated T-r its Schur complement Â can be obtained from (see Appendix

E):

À=B-CfrD

where

F¿
Er

&Er
0&

00

B = F¡v-r =

I

þ_'

(Bm)t I

(Bro)t I

øro)* -*å-,(Aro)r -*$-,ø*x --å-rn.u -f;,co'1. -å (Aro)¿

ID_ I I II

and

c= 
[r-no -Br -Bz -B¡ . . -Biv-¡ -B¡t-z

The vector x can be obtained as the last row of the matrix:

-^-1F

where F = CT.
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step 6: calculate the queue length distribution at aúitrary times y.

In this step vector y" describing the queue lengttr disuibution is obtained. For the

tlvo-state MMPP/D/lÆ.{ queue the expressions given for yo in Equation 4.22 and' yn

inEquation 4.25 of Section4.3.2 become:

Yo= (4.33a)

(4.33b)

vn = ç:r -ffi þoD"-r(O) 
+ (DorDr)D"-r(0)l

*Etr" [D"-"-r(O) - Do-"(0)]

- x"Ds(O)

where

f-r'- À,
oo= L t2

rl
-rz-Lz

and

D" (0) = - Do l(DrDo 1)"

:-(R-^)-t(^(R-À)-t¡z

Step 7: Calculate the blocking probability P6¡o"¿

The blocking probability for the two-state MMPP/D//l['{ queue can be finally

obtained from:

Pbb.k =t -!v'e. (4.34)

The algorithm for the solution of the two-state MMPP/D/lÂ'[ queue presented

above was implemented in software using the Cr+ programming language' The
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algorithm required 2000 lines of code.

45 Conclusion

In this chapter a queueing model for the connection admission control in ATM

networks was analysed. The queueing system was represented as a two-stat€

MMPPID/IÂ.I qu'eue. After presenting a more general BMAP process, of which a

two-state MMPP is a special case, BMAP/G/I/æ Queue was analysed, followed by

its finite equivalent: the BMAP/G/l[.{ queue. This led to arr algorithmic solution of

the two-state MMPP/D/I[r{ queue from which its loss probability was obtained.

This loss probability will be used in subsequent chapters as a quality of service

measure for connections in ATM nenvorks and hence as the admission criærion in

the connection admission algorithm which is presented in chapter 6.

l
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Chapter Five:

Traffic SuPerPosition in

Stream Arrival Model

5.l lntroduction

The model of corurection admission control proposed in chapter 3 was separated

into two parts. The ûrst part, involving the queueing model for the virnral path, was

analysed in ctrapter 4. In the current chapter the problem of obtaining ÎÌìe

aggrcgate stream is addressed. Individuat connections which share the same virtual

path must be combined into a single Stream representing total traffrc carried in the

virnral path.

InSection5.2generalapproachestotraff,csuperposition,whichhavebeen

proposed in the literature, are discussed. Two particular methods for stream

superposition developed iî Í241and t51l respectively are studied in more detail'

The two methods are comparcd in Section 5.3 and æ a result one method is

proposed for use in the connection admission algorithm' section 5'4 presents the

superposition algorithm and in section 5.5 superposition of heterogeneous traffic

streams is studied'

52 Stream SuPerPosition

The problem of stream superposition is closeþ related to the problem of traffrc

characterisation. It is not clear at this time t53], t54] which characteristics in a

stream strould be chosen for use in a canonical process which will then accurately
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predict queueing performance. It may also be difflcult to measure the required

statistical characteristics-

A common approach to superposition of traffic streams in the past was to

approximate the combined stream by a Poisson process. This approach assumed

convergence to a Poisson process when the number of streams to be superimposed

was large. For the convergence to behave in this malìner, however, it was required

that as the number of streams increased each sÍeam should contribute less and less

so that the total intensity was kept constant. This 'thining' condition was often

difflcult to satisfy resulting in inaccurate results [26].

Matching of moments of the superposition process to the moments of a canonical

process has been used extensively in the superposition approximation. For example,

the equivalent random method, which has been used for zuperposition of traffic

streams offered to a blocking system, matches the mean and peakedness of the

superposition to üre mean and peakedness of a canonical process. The concept of

peakedness has been deûned in Section 2.3.2 of Chapler 2 (see Equation 2.1).

Another forrr of characterisation of a superposition process has been based on the

interarrival time coefficient of variation. Two common approaches here have been

to consider the stationary and asymptotic inærvals t601. In the stationary interval

method the distribution of the interval in the approximating renewal process is the

same as the disuibution of an interval in the superposition process, whereas in the

asymptotic interval method the moments of the approximating renewal process over

a large time interval are matched with the moments of the superposition process

over a large time interval. These two methods have been alsò combined to produce

a hybrid method to capture the effect of the superposition process over a wide range

of operating conditions of a queue. The hybrid coeffiiient of variation is a

combination of the asymptotic and søtionary interval coefficients of va¡iation and

is given by []:



cÊ=wc?+0-w)c?

where w is a function of traffic intensity and the number of component processes'

Different canonical renewal processes have been used depending on the value of c/.

when the complexity of the superposition stream increases, as the bursts present in

component streams do not disappear in the superposition process, renewal

approximations may become inadequate [26]. To overcome this problem the

superposition process has been approximated by a conelated non-renewal stream

chosen in such a way so that several of its statistical characteristics match those of

the original supelposition. The canonical process in this case is the Markov

modulated Poisson process. In particular, a two-state version of this process has

been used extensively for this purpose. The main characteristics of the two-st¿te

MMPP have been presented in Section 4.2 of Chapter 4. The process is

characterised by four paramete$ which can be chosen to match different

characæristics of the superposition process.

Amongst the methods which have been proposed for matching characteristics of a

reat life stream to the parameters of the two-state MMPP canonical stre¿ìm include

t63l:
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Marching tTre flnt three moments and the integral of the covariance function1

of the anival r¿;te Í241,

2. Matching the first two moments of the intemnival times, the asymptotic

variance to mean ratio and the asymptotic covariance of the number of

anivals [51],

3. Matching the first three moments of the number of anivals in a finite time

interval and the asymptotic variance to mean ratio of the number of anivals

t25l (In this method correlation properties of the superposition stream are

approximated by choosing a process which provides a good match to the

variance-time curve),
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4. Estimating the parameters of the fwo-state MMPP using an iterative

procedure which is based on the maximum likelihood estimation [41].

In the following subsections the frnt two methods will be used for obtaining

superpositions of two-state MMPPs. They will be presented in more deøil and

compared in order to choose one of them for use in a connection admission

algorithm.

5.2.1 Method I for Superposition of 2-state MMPPs

Method I which was developed in [24] uses the following set of characterising

parameters to describe a traff,c süeam:

m - mean arrival rate,

v - variance ofa¡rival rate,

p - third moment of arrival rate,

r - time constant forthe a¡rival process as defined below.

The above paramete$ are related to the defining pÍtfÍlmeters of the two-state MMPP

in the following manner:

"=jþovt=#

(5.1)

(s.2)

(5.3)

(s.4)

where r@ is the covariance function of the anival rate and it is given for the two-

stateMMPPbY:
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rwhen n two-state MMPP strcams are superimposed together characterising

parameters are then given bY:

^ =ä^, (5.s)

(5.6)

(s.7)

v =åvj

p"=

"=2Tr'

Ëp,¡=l

(s.8)

where

p'=p-3mv -m3

Note that the above equations for obtaining the characterising parameters of the

superimposed stream from the characterising pafameters of the component streams

do not depend on the assumption that the component streams are themselves

modelled by two-state MMPPS.

The deflning pammeters for the two-state MMPP representing the superimposed

stream can be obtained by inversion of the above equations resulting inÍ24):

4=l+*,u-.øtsãJ

(5.e)

(s.10)

(5.11)

(s.12)

where

and

õ=s
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52.2 Method II for Superposition of Ttvo-state MMPPs

In Method II which was developed by Rossiter [51], the set of characterising

parameters which characterises the anival plocess consists of:

I - mean arrival rate,

c2 - squared coefficient of variation of interarrival times'

z(*) - asymptotic variance to mean ratio of the number of arrivals,

C(-) - asymptotic covariance of the number of anivals'

The squared coefficient ofvariation c2 of aprocess is given by:

" var (X\c-= w-(x)n

where x denotes the interarrival time between consecutive anivals. As a result c2 is

given by variance divided by the square of the mean of the interanival time' Note

that for a Poisson process var (x ) = l'-2 and E (x) ='t-t giving c2 = l'

Asymptotic variance to mean ratio of the number of arivals z(Ð is given by:

Z(æ'¡:lmz(t)

where

z(t)=äHo$ìr

where N(t) is the number of arrivals during time t. For a Poisson prccess

var tN(r)l : f,t and E tN(t)l : It giving z(t) = I for all t'

The asymptotic covariance of the number of anivals C (*) is given by:

c(-)= lgcftl

where c(t) is the covariance of the number of anivals in adjacent intervals of length

¡ and it is given bY [51]:

C (t \ =cov [iV (l ), N (2r FN (l )] = lvør lN Q¡ )l - v¿r IN (¡ )l
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The characterising parameters can be obtained from the deûning parÍlmeters of the

rwo-srate MMPP as [51]:

(s.13)

c2=l+ - )rz)2 (s.14)
rz* +

Z(*) = 1
- Ìrz)2 (5.1s)

2*

1*

t+r

(5.16)

When n two-state MMPP streams are Superimposed together the Set of

characterising pammeters for the superimposed set is given by [51]:

2u= lr+' ' '+L (5.17)

(s.18)

(5.le)

(s.20)c2: E (T)2Ìu-

where ECI) is the mean of the forward recr¡Irence time which is given by:

Ee):[r"1o,r¡at (s.2r)

where p¡y (z ,r ) is the probability generating function of the number of anivals during

an interval (0,t1. For superposition of n strcams we have that:

Py(z,t)= fir4{r,r) (s.22)

which assumes that individual streams are independent and stationary.

For an individual two-state MMPP stream P¡¡(z,t) is givenby [51]:

z("o)=¿\r,f*l

c(-)=åo,-l

(s.23)
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where

n, = f t0', + ?u2) + r | + rz-'{-Lf

n = lKL,+tù+rt+ rz+'{-L)

À = [(Ir - Lù - r2-t r 7]2 + 4r ¡ 2

From the above expressions it can be seen that the calculation ofthe coefficient of

variation c2 is rather involved. In order to obtain E(T) needed in the calculation,

the product of probability generating functions P¡¡,(z,t) of each individual stream

must be obtained. The resulting expression PnkJ\ evaluated at z=0, which is a

linear combination of negative exponential terms, is then integrated to produce

E(?). The above calculations must also be ca¡ried outusing all individual streams

when an additional stream is added to the superposition. This fact has important

implications on the performance of any connection admission algorithm which is to

use this superposition method. The complexity of these calculatiorìs'can, however,

be reduced when all individual streams are identical.

There is a one-to-one conespondence between the Sets of deflning and

characterising pammeters. The set of defining parameters (Ì"t,Ìrz,rurz) for the

two-state MMPP representing the superimposed stream can be obtained from the set

of characterising parameters (À, cz,Zç*¡,C(*)) [51] after some straighforward but

tedious algebraic maniptrlation. More detaits of the algebra involved are included in

Appendix H together with expressions forthe defining par¿rmeters.

53 Superposition Methods Testing and Comparison Results

The following steps afe necessary in order to obtain the superposition of n two-state

MMPP streams using the two mettrods described above:
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Method I

i. From the defining parameters of each component Stream obtain the

cone sponding characteri sing parameters according to Equations 5. 1 -5.4.

ii. Obtain the characterising parameters of the superimposed stream according to

Equations 5,5-5.8.

iii. Obtain the defining parameters of the two-state MMPP approximating the

superposition stream according to Equations 5.9-5.12-

Method II

i. Obtâin the cha¡acterising parameters of component streÍìms from the

corresponding defining parameters according to Equations 5-13-5.16.

ii. Obtain the characterising parameters of the superimposed stream according to

Equations 5.17-5.20. This step also involves calculation of the probability

generating function for each component stream as given in Equaton 5.23,

followed by the probability generating function for the zuperposition

. @quation 5.22) andthe integration in Equation 5'21.

iii. Obtain the defining parameters of the two-state MMPP approximating the

superimposed stream as shown in Appendix H.

The two superposition methods were implemented in software using the C++

programming language. Method I required 300lines of code and Method II required

800lines ofcode.

ln order to determine the suitability of the two superposition methods for

cormection admission control, simple tests were ca¡ried out Íls described below.

An anival model based on the voice model presented in [56] was chosen with the

following parameters: \t:54.M cells/sec, 7v=0, rt=2'268se'c-l, and

rz=l.532sec-r. Thus the voice process was represented by an interrupted Poisson
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pfocess (PP), which is a special case of the two-state MMPP. The model is also

depicted in Figure 5.1.

Using the two methods, n such voice Streams were superimposed together. The

characterising parameters of Method II (i.e. the coefûcient of variation c2, mean

arrival rate m, asymptotic variance to mean ratio z(*) and asymptotic covariance

C(Ð of the number of arrivals in the superimposed stream) were used for

comparison between the two methods. For Method I thesç characterising parameters

were obtained from the conesponding defining pammeters of the two-state MMPPP

approximating the superimposed streÍrm. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the results of

these tests. The values of the defining parameters of the two-state MMPP for the

superimposed stream obtained using both methods are also compared as shown in

Figures 5.4-5.7.

I I
rzrl

ill il|

Figure 5.1: An IPP Modet for a Voice Stream

The value of the coefficient of variation c2 obtained using Method II is exact as it is

used in the matching process. Thus the curve for c2 obtained using Method I can be

regarded as a test of how closely this method approximates the coefficient of

variation for the superimposed stream. As can be seen in Figure 5.2the coefficient

of væiation obtained using Method I approaches that of Method II as the number of

strcams reaches n = 10. The asymptotic variance to mean ratio of the ntrmber of

arrivals for the zuperposition, which is also shown in FigUre 5.2, can be seen to

match using both methods.
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Fígure 52: Coefflcient of Variation c2 and Asymptotic Variance to Mean Ratio

Z (*) for Stream Superposition

The mean anival rate m and the asymptotic covariance of the number of anivals

C(-) in the superimposed stream also match for the two methods as can be seen in

Figure 5.3. This is expected in the case of the mean as both methods use it to

Characterise the procesS. The matching of the covariance values, however, can be

due to the time constant of the arrival process t used in Method I accurately

reflecting the asymptotic covariance nature of the process.

Note also that in order for the superposition to approach a Poisson process it is

required that the coefficient of variation and the asymptotic variance to mean ratio

approach the value of 1, and the asyrrptotic covariance approaches the value of 0.

That is, it is required that cz=z(*)=l and C(-)=0' From Figures 5'2 and 5'3 it

can been seen that the superposition becomes further from a Poisson prccess as the

number of streams n increases. This is because individual prccesses do not

contribute less and less to the superposition as required from the classical theorem
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[26]. For this to happen the intensity of the superimposed stream would have to be

kept constant. Note thatZl*¡ remains constant and independent of n' This is also in

agreement with Proposition 2 in t56l-

m,C(*) fcellslsecf
2500

2000

1500

1000

500

-0 r0

Figure 5.3: Mean m andcovariance c(-) forStream superposition

In order for the superposition method to be usefirl for the connection admission

algorithm it should be easy to implement. One of ttre important considerations in

the implementation of the two methods was the possibility of carrying out the

pfocess in stages. This would avoid having to completety decompose an existing

superimposed stream into individual streams in order to superimpose an additional

strcam to the existing aggregate. In order to study the effect of stream grouping on

the superposition when using the fwo methods, arrival streams modelled as above

were superimposed individually up to lO'streams. Subsequently, when additional

strcams were added the superposition of 10 streams was regarded as a single stream.

For example, superposition of 36 streams was caried out ¿ls: 3 sEeams representing

superposition of 10 individual streÍrms plus 6 individual streams. The effect of such

strcam grouping was studied by obsewing its effect on the phase ratio O ç +),

20 30

Number of Streams n
40 50

C(*\¡t

MIT
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components rates L, and component phase rates r¡ of the two-state MMPP

rcpresenting the superimposed stream. Method I gives the same answer regardless

of stream grouping used.

The effect of stream grouping on the phase ratio 0 using Method II can be seen in

Figure 5.4. In addition it can be seen that the phase ratios obtained using the two

methods vary considerably. By studying the absolute values of component rates À;

and r¡ further insight can be gained.

0
1.5

0.5

-0 10 20 30

Number of Streams n
40

1

50

Figure 5.4: Effect of Stream Grouping on Phase Ratio 0

Component rates L (i = L,2) obtained using the two methods are shown in Figure

5.5. It can be seen that the two rates Íüe always greater when using Method I as

compared to those obtained from Method II. However, as was noted in Figure 5.3

the mean anival rates of the two methods matched. As a result, the phase râteS r¡

(i = 12) obtained using the two methods should compensate for the difference in the

component rates. This is in fact the case as can be seen from Figure 5.6. In this

figure the phase rates r¡ are compared for the two methods. Phase rates for Method

II were obtained in this case without stream grouping. It can also be seen that the

Method I

Method tr (no groupng)
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values of the phase rate tend to ' = L* as the number of streams n increases'

This happens much faster for Method I than for Method tr.

The effect of strcam grouping on the phase rates when using Method II is shown in

Figure 5.7 . lt can be seen from the f,gure that stream gfouping reduces the rate of

convergence of the two phase rates rr and 12.

f¡ fcellslsecf

1500

1000

s00

0
40-0 10 5020 30

Number of Streams n

Figure 55: Effect of Stream Grouping on ComponentRates Àt

From the ûgures presented it appears that the parameters of the two-state MMPP

approximating the superposition of a number of two-state MMPPs are quite

sensitive to stream grouping when Method tr is used. This is particularly evident in

the case of phase rates r as shown in Figure 5.7. This sensitivity, however, does not

give any indication of how well the superimposed stream will predict the queueing

performance of the real life traffic. However, one important consequence of

avoiding stream grouping when using Method II would be the elimination of the

expensive computational cost associaæd with this zuperposition method. The

expensive step in this method is associated with the calculation of the coefûcient of

variation c2. In particular, the computational cost increases as 2" as the number of

\tn

Àr ¡.

ìvc

A - Method I
B - Meùrod tr (wittr grouping)

C - Meùod tr (no grouPing)

Lzc

?tz¡

B
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Figure 5ó: Phase Rates r¡ for St¡eam Superposition Using Method I and II
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Figure5.7:EffectofStreamGroupingonPhaseRatesr¡UsingMethodII
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streams n increases. On the other hand, Method I is insensitive to stream grouping

giving the same results as with superposition carried out using all original

component streams.

In order to obtain some comparison of queueing performance displayed when the

two methods are used, the superimposed streams were applied to a queue. The

two-state MMPPiD/1[{ queue was used, as developed in Chapter 4- Figure 5.8

depicts the cell loss probability obtained with the queue size N = 10 and three

different levels of utilisation p. The two-state MMPP stream, used as the input to

the queue, was obtained using both Method I and Method II. In the case of Method

II superposition was also carried out with and without streÍlm grouping respectively.

As can be seen in Figure 5.8, Method I gives most conseryative results for the cell

loss probability. The ¡vo methods vary in their prediction of cell loss probability

when the number of the superimposed streams is small. However, as the number of

streÍìms increases the cell loss probability values obtained with the two methods

converge.

Figure 5.9 shows the corresponding results for cell loss probability when the queue

size was increased to N = 20.

5.4 Tfaffic Stream Superposition Algorithm

Since there is is no baseline against which the queueing performance predicted

when using the two superposition methods can be compared, it is not clear which

method produces more accurate results. In this thesis the choice of one

superposition method over the other will therefore be made mainly on the basis of

how easily implementable the method is. As a result, Method I will be used in the

implementation of the connection admission algorittrn. From the results obtained

above this method also seems to produce more conservative estimate of cell loss

probability. This method is also mole general as it does not depend on the

assumption that individual streams are modelled as two-state MMPPS.
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Figure 5.8: Loss Probability forN=10 Using Superposition Methods I and II'
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Figure 5.9: Loss Probability for N=20 Using Superposition Methods I and II
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The steps which have to be taken in order to obtain a two-state MMPP

representation for superposition of n streams using Method I are listed below:

1. obtain sets of characterising parameters uc, =(fiÌi,ei,p¡"t¡) from sets of

defining parameters (Jo,= (7"t,,ìuz,,rr,,r2,) of individual two-state MMPPs

@quations 5.1-5.4). This step can be bypassed if the characterising

parameters can be obtained directly from the component streams without the

two- state MMPP aPProxim ation'

2. Obtain the characterising set (Jc^=(m¡,v',lLA',ta) for the aggregate stream

@quations 5.5-5.8).

3. Obtain the set of deflning parameters (Jo^=(Lt^,L.-^,rt^,12) for the two-state

MMPP representing the aggregate stream @quations 5.9-5.12).

The steps required in the above algorithm are also depicted in Figure 5.10.

55 Results of Superposition of Heterogeneous Streams

Admission control in future ATM networks will have to deal with a large number of

different connections which will be set up to carry different services. In the

connection admission model presented in Chapter 3, different services which

require the same quatity of service from the network may share the same virnJal

path through the network. As a ¡esult, trafflc on a virtual path may consist of a large

number of dissimilar traffic streams'

In the connection admission model presented in ctrapter 3 it was also assumed that

cell loss probabilþ (and hence the quality of service) provided in a virtual path was

determined by the policing mechanism, which provided peak limiting of the

available capacity. This policing mechanism was subsequenfly modelled as a short

queue with a deterrninistic server. As a result, the performance of the admission

mechanism can be studied using such a queue. Taking into account the two-staæ

MMpp model of traffic streams, the queuing system under consideration becomes a
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Figure 5.10: Steps Required in Superposition Algorittm

two- state MMPPID/ 1[.i queue.

Based on this queueing model, an admission algorithm was produced by combining

the atgorithm for carrying out sueam superposition using Method I with the

algorithm for solving the two-state MMPPID/IÆ'{ queue, which was presented in

Chapter 4. The criterion for strearn admission was taken as the overall cell loss

probability allowed for the superimposed stream. This algorithm was then used to

study admission regions. Linearity of such admission regions may make it feasible

to use simpler rules (based, for example, on tlte concept of the effective bandwidth)

for admitting connections in a connection admission algorithm.

Two Eaffic types representing voice (Type I) and video (Type II) were chosen as

input streams into a virnlal path with the aim of snrdying the nature of the

admission regions. A voice s[e¡Im was modelled as an IPP with the following

pÍuameters: Lt:54.44 cellslsec,Iuz=O,rt:2-268sec-r,12= 1.532 sec-l' A video

süeam based on the studies in t39l was modelled also by an IPP with the following

parameters: Àr = 11.1* lÚ cellslsec,Ttz=0,rt=3.25 sec-I, 12= 0.64 sec-l' The aim of

uDt

uct
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choosing the above trafflc streams was to obtain two representative traffic streams

which would reflect the general nature of voice and video connections. They also

displayed very different characteristics and hence acted as good examples of

dissimilar traffic types which may be expected to be present in future ATM

networks.

Having modelled the voice and video stre¿uns by IPPs, different mixes of both types

were applied to the queue. The set-up is shown pictorially in Figure 5.11. Figures

5.12 to 5.15 show the resutts obtained with different input stream and queue

configurations.

nr: Number of Type I Streams N
¿z= Number of Type II Streams

Figure 5.1.t.: configuration Set-up forAdmission Boundary studies

In Fþre 5.12 the service rate d was kept constant at d = 150 Mbps and admission

boundaries for cell loss probability of Pt'=L'0¿-8 were obtained for queue sizes

N = 5,7, 10, and 20. The near linearity of the resultant admission boundaries

suggests that linear approximations may be possible-

In Figure 5.13 the overall utilisation of the queue for the same conditions as those

for Figure 5.12 was obtained. It can be seen that decreasing the queue size N results

in very low utilisation in order for the required cell loss probability (P¿ : t.0 ¿-8) to

be satisfled. This may have important implications on setting the size of the leaky

bucket policing a virnral path at the peak bit rate. Sening N = 1, which would

ensure complete separation of traffrc streÍìms belonging to different virnlal paths,

might result in an unacceptably low utilisation. This effect may be less pronounced

when the discrete nature of the anival process is taken into accounl However, due

to jiner in the multiplexing equipment in the network, peak policing may still have

Queue
Superimpose
(Method I)
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.o be relaxed to allow some cell buncling at the peak rate. The choice of the queue

size may, as a result, have to be made in a pragmatic fashion. Low utilisation

obtained when low cell loss probability (or high quality of service) is required may

also have implications on lhe pricing structure in the future ATM networks'

Figure 5.14 shows admission boundaries fot P¡ = l'0¿-8 with different service rates

d while keeping the queue size constant ât N = 10. Service rates d ranged from

d =25 to d =150 Mbps. The linear nature of the admission boundaries can be also

obsewed in this case. However, as the service rate decreases (which corresponds to

reducing the capacity available to the virnral path) the boundaries become more

convex.

In Figure 5.15 utilisation levels of the queue for the same conditions as in Figure

5.14 are shown. AS well as being low, utilisation of the queue decreases more

rapidly when the virn¡al path capacity is low and as the number of Type II (video)

streams is increased.

The consequence of near linearity of admission boundaries may be exploited in

producing approximate admission algorithms. Boundaries may be approximated by

straight lines connecting end points or by straight lines tangent to the admission

boundary. Note, however, that approximations based on sEaight lines corrrrecting

endpointsmaylackinaccuracyassuggestedint40].Theseapproximationscanbe

also generalised to higher dimensions as the number of different trafflc types

increases. The impact of the convexity noted in Figures 5.72 and' 5'14 will have to

be studied further using more traffic types in order to decide on the best

approximation method to be used'

A similar result conceming near linearity of the acceptance region Ïvas noted in [20]

and t3] where a bufferless network was assrrmed, with traffrc modelled as

intemrpted deterministic streams, and where the statistical behaviour \ilas studied

using a large deviation approximation'
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Figure 5.13: Effect of Traffic Mix and Queue Size on Utilisation
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In Figure 5.16 the results of a study aiming at determining the sensitivity of the

required effective bandwidth as cell loss probability in the virtual path changed, are

shown. Type I streams only were used in ttris case. Effective bandwidth was def,ned

as the available capacity over the maximum number of streams carried for a

particular value of N and the required cell loss probability Ppo. (This differs from

the studies carried out in [20] where the effective bandwidth depended on the

available bandwidth and the required cell loss probabitity.) The available capacity

of the virfual path was set at d = 150 Mbps. The curves were obtained for a number

of queue sizes N.

It can be observed from Figure 5.16 that as the queue size N was increased, changes

in many orden of magnitude to cell loss probability resulted in very small changes

to the effective bandwidth requirement. On the other hand, it should be noted that

only a small change iir effective bandwidth may result in changes to cell loss

probability of many magnifudes. For example, for N =20 and P¡,"n =IE-8, 57o

change in the value of the eflective bandwidth results in changes to P¿o" by two

orders of magnitude. This change becomes smaller as N is decreased. This is,

however, a much less pronounced effect than that observed in [20] whete a 5Vo

change in the value of the effective bandwidth resulæd in changes to cell loss

probability by eight orders of magnitude. Such dependence could have important

consequences on the sensitivity of the quality of service provided in a virtual path.

5.6 Conclusion

Approximation methods should be able to characterise real life traff,c in terms of its

effect on the queueing system to which the Uaffic is applied. ConsequentlY, ffiY

superposition method should result in the analysis which faithf,rlly reflects the

impact of the superimposed stfeam on that queueing system. Traffic characterisation

which will allow for accurate queueing performance prediction, however, is still a

topic of some debate. Further research must be caried out to provide solutions to

this problem.
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Figure 5.16: Effect of Effective Bandwidth onLoss Probability

Bearing the above observations in mind, two superposition methods were presented

and compared in this chapter. The aim of the compÍìrison was their suitability for

implementation in a connection admission algorithm. Based largely on their ease of

implementation, Method I, first proposed in [24], was chosen' This method is also

more general and does not depend on the asswnption that individual traff,c streams

are modelled as two-state MMPPs, although it was implemented by modelling

individual traffic st¡eams in this manner.

Using superposition Method I together with the algorithm for the two-state

MMpplD/l/N queueing system modelling a virtual path, superposition of

heterogeneous traffic sueams was studied. Admission boundaries displaying linear

nature were observed. This linearity could be exploited in developing connection

admission algorithms based on the concept of the effective bandwidth. Low

utilisation was also observed when small values of querre length N were used and

when the available capacity was low compared to the capacity requirements of

N=1N=5N=10

N=r5

N=20
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individual connections. This may affect the choice of the depth of the leaky bucket

policing the virnral path and the capacity allocated to each virnral path' It was also

noted that the cell loss probability experienced by corìnections in a virtual path was

Nghly dependent on the amount of capacity allocated to these connectiolìs. This

fact could also have important consequences on the sensitivity of the quality of

service provided in a virnral path-

In Chapter 6 the details of the connection admission algorithm, making use of

superposition Method I and algorithmic solution of the two-state MMPPID/I/N

queue (given in Section 4.4 of. Ctrapter 4), are presented. This connection admission

algorithm can be used for more extensive studies of the nature of admission

boundaries with a wide range of different traffic rypes and virn¡al path conditions.
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Chapter Six:

Connection Admission Control Algorithm

6.l lntroduction

In the previous chapters the model for connection admission control was developed

and algorithmic analysis for the model was presented. The model was analysed in

two paÍs. Pan one presented in Ctrapter 4 dealt with the analysis of the queueing

model for the virh¡at path. A detailed algorithm for the solution of the resultant

two-state MMpp/D/l[.{ queue was also included in that chapter. Part lwo of the

connection admission cont¡ol model involved superposition of traffic streÍlms

modelling individual connections in the network in order to obtain the ¡wo-state

MMPP representation of the anivat stream. In Chapter 5 studies of two

superposition methods were canied out allowing superposition of two-state MMPP

streams, and one particular method was pro[þsed for use in the connection

admission algorithm. Further studies of connection admission regions were canied

out in ctrapter 5 using heterogeneous traffic rtr"u*t. Near linearity of admission

boundaries was noted: a result which could be exploited in developing simple

connection admission algorithms based on the concept of the effective bandwidth.

In this chapter the above studies are brought together and applied in developing an

algorithm for connection admission control. The algorithm makes use of the virrual

network concept described in Chapter 3 and it incorporates algorithms developed in

Chapters 4 and 5. The aim of this algorithm is to act as a reference from which
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simpler connection admission algorithms can be developed and which can be used

for verification and comparison with other similar algorithms. The algorithm can

also be used for further studies of the nature of admission regions with a large

variety of traffic types. Performance analysis of this connection admission

algorithm, however, is not presented in this dissertation.

A general description of the algorithm is presented in Section 6.2 followed by a

detailed description of the steps involved. These steps are then summarised in the

subsequent flow chart.

62 The Algorithm

There are two distinct actiors involved in cormection admission control. These

involve respectively addition of a new connection and removal of an old

connection. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 describe general steps required in carrying out these

functions. The algorithm presented below prescribes the individual steps to be

taken.

Algorithm Steps

Adding Nw Connections

l. Traffic pañtmetets describing the expected traffic volume of a connection

presented in the call set-up request must be converted into a for¡n suitable for

carrying out superposition with traffic streams of other connections sharing

the same virnlal path. Although no final recommendation has been made on

the form these parameters should take, [9] recommends parametefs such as:

mean bit rate, peak bit rate, and average burst duration. If individual

connections are modelled as two-state MMPPs or if the superposition is to be

modelled as a two-state MMPP, a fourth palameter is also required for

comPlete sPeciûcation
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Figure 6.1: Addition of New Connections

Considering the above, the following connection pafameters are suggested in

ordef to describe traffic volume to be canied in a connection: mean bit rate

(mean), peak bit rate þeak), average duration of high activity period Te, Í¡¡d

average duration of low activity period Tr. The above choice is influenced by

modelling individual connections by two-state MMPPs. In fact, high and low

activity periods colrespond to durations of state 1 and state 2 of the two-state

N

Y
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connecEon

Figure 6.2: Removal of Old Cornections

MMPP model as presented in Chapter 4.

Connection parameters are related to the detning pammeters of a two-state

MMPP in the following manner:

ryPe

The four par:rmeters which were used for traffic characterisation in

superposition Method I in Chapter 5, (i.e. mean m, variance v, third moment

p', and time constant t) can then be obtained from the above connection

parameters using Equations 5.1-5.4 in the following manner:

m =m34n,

Ltrz*Lzrt
mean = - rnr2

peak:Ì,"1

,o: *
Il1= 

-
'Í2

u=ff{o"ok-nvan)2,

T¡peak1 + Tr ((l + þl *"on - r
T¡

p
A I

- z þ*ro, (peak - mean)z - mßan3,

)p"ak\3
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ln the above conversion the peak bit rate wæ made equal to the mean bit rate

in state 1 0f the two-state MMPP. This is a conservative choice and other

methods of matching the peak rate of the connection to the parameters of the

two-state MMPP could be corsidered'

Not all traff,c types need all four pÍìr¿uneters to describe fheir characteristics'

In general, three separate traffic type cases may be distinguished:

i. continuous bit rate traffic and trafflc which can be represented by a

Poisson aPProximation.

One param eter m suffices in this case' Such traffic types can be

specified explicitly or implicitly by setting: peak =rnean '

ii. Traff,c which can be represented by an intemrpted Poisson process.

Three parameters are required in this case. These ad,:ei mehn, peak, ?trrd

T¡.

iii.Traffrcwhichistobeapproximatedbyatwo-stateMMPP.

All four parameters: mean, peak 'T¡' Ãrrd Tr are needed'

2. In order to determine the characterising parameters from the connection

pañtmetefs,theaboveconversionisnecessary.However,inordertoableto

carry out this conversion off-line and to avoid storing the paraneters for each

connection for the duration of the connection, traflc classes corresponding to

traffictypesrecognizablebythenetworkcanbeused'Atraff,cclasscanbe

associated with a set of predefined pafameters. The trafûc class for a given

connection can then be determined by comparing the set of connection

paf¿ìmeters of the given connection with the available sets of predefined

parametersusinglook-uptables.Thesetofpredefinedparameterswhich

gives the closest match to tTre set of comtection parameters will determine the
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traffic class for that connection. Characterising parameters based on this set

of predefined parameters are then used in the remaining steps of the algorithm

to describe the connection. A traffic class indicator can also be associated

with the connection in order to determine the characterising parameters

needed when the connection is to be regroved.

Note also that the conversion of corurection parameters to characterising

parameters based on the t\^/o-state MMPP model of the connection could be

avoided if characterising parameters for the connection were speciûed

directly by the user. They may, however, be difflcult to estimate and measure.

3. To determine the virn¡al path required to carry the connection, the route for

the connection and the quality of service demanded from the connection are

required. In this algorithm orily the quality of service parameter is used- This

parameter is required so that the cell loss probability measure for the virtual

path can be obtained. As was the case with traffic classes, a number of

predeflned quality of service classes can also be provided in the network. A

connection will then be assigned a virnlal path which provides quality of

service matching most accurately that demanded by the connection.

As a result of the above, a virtual path corresponding to a particular cell loss

probability P¿^¡ will be selected.

In a similar fastrion grade of service classes (corresponding to connection

blocking probability) could be provided' An additional connection par¿ìmeter

specifying the required grade of service for the connection would have to be

supplied. To take into account the grade of service requirement the

admission algorithm may, however, have to be altered'

4. The current state of each virn¡al path must be known at all times. This can be

achieved by associating with each virtual path traffic parameters describing

the aggregate traffic süeam in that virn¡al path. These traff,c parameters
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could also be updated periodicatly by monitoring traffic pfesent in the virnlal

path.

ln order to determine the State of the virn¡al path with the new connection

accepted, the existing ag;gregate üaffic (E) characterisedby (ms, vr, ltø* , rp)

must be combined with the traffic corresponding to the new connection (N¡

described by (mu, vN, pN*, ,ru). The parameters characterising the 2-state

MMPP describing the new aggregate (NA) can be obtained from:

mNA =mE + mN,

v¡¿ =V¡ *V¡y,

F/vÁ* =pE'+F.N",

"*o 
= #Gu vr *r¡v v¡v).

These characærising parameters need to be Subsequently inverted in order to

obtain the detning parameters of the two-state MMPP (À1n,À4*,r1*, âIld

rz) for the new a1gregate tfaffic Stream. The details of the inversion were

presented in Chapter 5 @quations 5.9-5.12).

5. The deflning parametels of the two-state MMPP for the new aggrcgate traff,c

stream (?r,1o,À4.,rro, and rz.") are then used as input into the queueing

system modelling the virtual path. The algorithm for solving this system was

presented in Section 4.4 of Chapter 4. The other parameters rcquired for the

solution arc the service rate of the queue d, and the length of the queue N.

Since the purpose of the queueing system is to limit the peak capacity

available to the virtual path, the service rate d corresponds to the capacity of

the virruat path and the lengttr of the queue should be set to a small constant

value which may have to be chosen in a pragmatic way as discussed in

Chapter 5.
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The output of the queueing system algorithm is the cell loss probability P2o"

which would result with the new connection accepted'

6. rf
P¡oo*3P¡no,

then the new connection can be accepted, otherwise it should be rejected. If

the new connection is accepted, the current state of the virtual path needs to

be updated by saving the parameters of the new ag$egate traffic present in

the virmal path.

Removtng an old connection

1. In order to remove an old connection, traffrc parameters describing this

connection must be known. If traffic classes are used by the network, the

knowledge of the traffic class the connection belongs to can be used to obtain

the required parameters using an appropriate look-up table' Using trafflc

classes avoids having to Save traffic pammeters for every connection' This

would require a large amount of memory space which might have to be

managed very fast in orderto keep up with the state of the network.

The required characterising paraureters for the connection to be removed (R)

are (mp, v.R, pÌi, t¡). The characterising p¿uameters for the new aggregate

traffic after the removal of the connection can be obtained from:

mNA =fnE -nnk,

l¡¡¡ =l¿ -lP,

pryÂ" =ltr* -lln"

,*o = fi.{u" rB -vn rn).

2. The parameters of the new a1gregate traffic in the virtual path need to be

saved. They will be used to determine the current state of the virnal path

when new connections are added or old connectiolìs are removed from the
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virtual path- These par:Imetels may also be periodicalty updated after

measuring the traffic present in the virual path.

Figure 6.3 shows a summary flowchart for the process of adding and removing

connections as described above.

The connection admission algorithm described in this chapter, as well as acting as a

reference algorithm for further studies into simpler connection admission

algorithms, could also be used in practice in an ATM network. However, certain

steps employed in the algorithm might have to be simplifled. In particttlar, the step

involving the algorithmic solution of the two-state MMPP/D/lÂ'[ queueing system

may prove computationally too expensive for practical implementation. In this case

methods based, for example, on fluid flow approximations [49] might be used to

obtain the required solution for the queue.

63 Conclusion

A connection admission algorithm has been presented based on the connection

admission model proposed in Chapter 3. The algorithm prescribes the actions to be

taken for addition and removal of connections from an ATM network' It

incorporates the two algorithms developed for the two pafts of the connection

admission model as presented in Chapters 4 and 5.

The main pt¡lpose of this algorithm is to act as a reference model from which other

simpler connection admission algorithms can be developed and which can be used

for comparison with other similar algorithms. In panicular, this algorithm could be

used ûo study the nature of admission boundaries produced when dissimilar

connections are combined. This, in tum, could lead to connection admission

algorithms based on the concept of the effective bandwidth.
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Chapter Seven:

Conclusion

Connection admission control fomrs an important aspect of faffic control in ATM

networks. Its purpose is to admit or reject new traffic flows based on the required

quality of service and the available network resources. The problem of connection

admission control becomes quite complex, since a large number of different naffic

types and distinct qualities of service must be provided for. However, resultant

connection admission conüol algorithms should be simple and efflcient, allowing

admission to take place in real time. Approaches proposed in the literature range

ftom those based on queueing models to those based on the concept of the effective

bandwidth. The latter approach holds a lot of promise towards achieving simple real

time algorithms for connectie¡ ¿dmission control-

In Ctrapter 2 a literature survey was carried out to detemrine the main approaches

and methods proposed for resource management and traffic control in ATM

networks. A need for an architectural framework was identiûed, which would allow

provision of guaranteed levels of performance in an eff,cient and flexible fashion.

This architecture, termed traffic management and control architecture, rvas

presented in Chapær 3. It was based on the concept of virn¡al networks. This

approach for provision of distinct qualities of service had several advantages over

other methods, which included hardware partitioning of the network and use of

explicit priority levels. Connection admission control was based on this new

architecture. The connection admission control model proposed in Chapter 3 was

suMivided into wo paÍs involving respectively the queueing model for the virn¡al
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path and the stream anival model for stream superposition.

The queueing model, represented by the two-state MMPP/D/lÂ'[ queue, was solved

in Chapter 4 for cell loss probability indicating the quality of service in a virnral

path. The solution was plesented in an algorithmic form, which was also

implemented in software.

The stream arrival model for stream superposition was investigated in Ctrapter 5.

Two superposition methods were studied and compared' Due to the lack of any

baseline for queueing performance evaluation of the two methods, the choice for

using one of them in a connection admission control algorithm was made based

mainly on its ease of implementation.

The nature of connection admission boundaries was also investigated in Chapter 5,

using heterogeneous traffic stre¿tms representing voice and video. It was found that

such boundæies displayed near linearity. This was signif,cant as it allowed the

possibility of devetoping simple connection admission control algorithms based on

the concept of the effective bandwidth. However, it was also observed that these

boundaries exhibited some convexity. This might make linear approximations more

difûcult. Approximations based on lines tangent to the admission boundaries rather

than on lines connecting the end points may have to be investigated.

The connection admission algorithm was presented in Chapter 6. It combined the

algorithm for the queueing model of the virtual path given in Chapter 4 and the

algorithm for stream superposition presented in chapter 5. The use of trafûc clæses

and quality of service classes was proposed in this algorithm. Inclusion ol graOe of

service classes for connections w¿ts also possible. The possible implementation of

this algorit¡m in real time will depend on its real time performance. However, the

algorithm can also be used extensively in studying connection admission

boundaries using a large variety of traffic types and virnlal path conditions.
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The main contentious issue identif,ed in this thesis was the problem of trafflc

characærisation. It is still very difflcult to state which characteristics in a traffic

stfeam should be used to determine its queueing performance. This problem

manifested itself in the study of superposition methods and in the choice of traffic

parameters in ttre connection admission control algorithm'

Another problem which will need further study concems the depth of the leaky

bucket policing mechanism used for peak bit rate policing of virual paths. It was

found that ttre theoretical setting of this depth produced very low utilisations. This

problem could be partly an aÍifact of the continuous time nature of the stream

anival model. However, the final choice of the leaky bucket depth may ultimately

have to be made in a pragmatic fashion.

Further work will be required to study the problem of traffic characterisation. The

proposed connection admission control algorithm will also have to be analysed to

determine its performance and possible implementation as a real-time algorithm in

a fi¡ture ATM nefwork. Approximations, which could improve its tining

performance, may also have to be developed. Studies of the nature of connection

admission boundaries will also be canied out using this algorithm. The aim of these

studies will be development of other simple algorithms based on the idea of the

effective bandwidth.
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Traffic Management and Control in Broadband Networks

E. Dutkíewícz and G. Anido

Abstract

A flexibte three level nutnageûLent ørchitecture provides ø convenient bosis for managíng and

controlling resources in broadbønd networks- The control and management mechanisms use the

concepts of virtuøI channels, virtual paths, and vírtual networks- A simple algorithm using ø

2-state Mørkov maduløted approximøtionfor trøffic sttearns cøn be usedfor cøll admission-

Development Unit
OTC Limited
23lElizabeth St
Sydney NSV/ 2000
New South'Wales, AUSTRALIA

1. INTRODUCTION

Broadband networks will be required to

support a variety of services displaying a wide
range of cha¡acteristics and demanding from the

network different levels of performance. Of
particular intetest, at least in the early stages of
the existence of broadband networks, will be the

problem of supporting existing services which
ofæn require deterministic channels with stringent

temporal and spatial requirements. Provision will
also have to be made for other fuh¡re services

which may place different demands on the

network. In order to deal with these various

requiremenß traffic control and traffic
management capabilities will have o be provided

in such networks.

Of particular interest in the design of management

and control sfategies in broadband ne[works is

the problem of connection admission control. Its
function is to ensure that calls are accepted

provided there is enough resources to suppoft

them with guaranteed qualrty without degrading

the quality of existing connections. The problem

is particularly complex when calls displayrng

vastly different characteristics must be

accommodated.

In this paper our attention is focused on

broadband networks which use asynchronous

transfer mode (AIM) as their transport

Phone: (02)2874348
Fax: (02) 2874990

Acsnet: eric@otc.oz

mechanisms. Section 2 of the paper gives an

overview of the basic concepts of an ATM
network which a¡e used in resource management

and control strategies. In Section 3 the different
levels of the management archiþcn¡¡e are

discussed. Possible admission conEol sEategies

including a simple call admission control
algorittrm based on a two-stâÎe Markov-modulated
model of traftc sreams are presented in Section
4.

2. ATM NETWORK OVERVIEW

The basic communication channel provided in
an ATM network will be the vi¡tual channel. Each

virtual channel will be unidirectional and it will
suppott information transfer between two or more

endpoints in ¡he network. Each vir¡¡al channel

will carry ATM cells belonging to a single call

t3l.

Virtual channels can be grouped in the network to
form viru¡al paths. Virtual patts are also

unidirectional interconnecting a given pair of
exchanges in the network. The use of virtual
paths in ATM networks will allow for
simplification of the routing and control
mechanisms in the core network. This will result
in reduction of call processing time and cosl Fast
recovery from network equipment failu¡es will
also be facilitated through fast re-routing
capability without the involvement of individual
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virtual channels.

ln order to distinguish between different qrrali¡isg

of service, which might be demanded from the

network, each virtual path can be associated with
a particular quality of service which leads ¡o the

idea of virtual networks or logical overlay

networks [l]. A virtual network consists of
virtual pattrs which provide the same or very

similar quality of service to network users.

3. MANAGEMENT ARCHITECTIJRE

The management a¡chitecture is required

which will provide a convenient basis for
managing and controlling ATM network

resources. The aim is to be able to accommodate a

wide range of services and to make efficient use

of the available resources. In building the

management a¡chitectu¡e we utilise the concepts

of virnml channels, virtual paths, and virtual

networks which provide communication channels

within ATM networks.

The three levels of the management architecture

include the ATM Resource lr4anagement level,

ATM Trafñc Management level, and ATM Trafflc

ConÉol level. The ATM Resource Management

level creates virtual networks and manages

available transmission bandwidth and other

network resouces which are made available to

virtual net\ryorks. The ATM Traffic lr4anagement

level is concemed with the management of
available bandwidth within virtual paths, whereas

the ATM Traffic Conrol level deals with rafûc
flows within virtual paths and virtual channels.

Figrne I shows the various levels in the

management architectu¡e and the manner in which

they relate to virtual channels and virnral paths.

3.1 ATM Resource Management

The ATM Resource lvlanagement level is
responsible for setting up and managing virtual

networks as demand for them changes in the

network. This level monitors the use of resources

in virtual paths and adjusts the allocated resources

as demand falls or rises.

32 ATM TrafficManagement

The ATM Traffrc Management level is

responsible for managing capacity in individual
virtual paths. At this level decisions are also made

whether a call shoutd be accepted into the

network. Admission decisions will have to be

based on rafflc parameters describing the traffic

flow in calls, the quality of service and the grade

of service demanded by calls, and the resources

available in üe network. Service classes may also

be defined based on the grade of service which
they require. Grade of service may in turn be

related to the tariffing structure.

3.3 ATM Traffic Control

The ATM Traffic Control level is responsible

for ensuring that naffic flows in individual virtual
channels and virtual paths do not exceed allowed
thresholds. Due to the high speed of information
flow in ATM netwo¡ks preventive cont¡ol rather

than reactive conFol will have úo be exercised

t141. The main purpose of this usage monitoring
mechanism at the virn¡al channel level is to
protect network resources ftom other users who
by exceeding their negotiated traffic pammeters

might otherwise degnde the quality of service of
other users. The simplest, and safest" action that

can be taken upon detecting raffic violadon is cell
discard in the offending stream.

At the virtual path level the aim of the traffic
control level is to maintain separaúon between

different virn¡al path so that any interference

between cells belonging to different virnral paths

is minimised. This action will ensure that qualities

of service associated wittr different virnral paths

are protected. A simple way of implementing this

separation can be achieved by policing each

virtual path at peak raæs.

4. CALLADÙtrSSION

Call admission inúo an ATM network will be

based on satisfying two c¡iteriæ qualiry of service

and grade of service. Quality of service is a

performance measrue used at the ATM cell level
whereas grade of service is used at the call level.

Quality of service is often associated with cell loss

probabiliry and grade of service with call blocking
probability. Different grades of service may be

related to different classes of service. For
example, nvo calls belonging to different classes

of service which may require admission ino the

same virtual path may be teated differently as a

result of their different gades of service.

The approaches taken in the literature concenmte
on the quality of servrce aspocts of the call
admission conEol. The common approach relies

on the knowledge of the call bit raæ disributions.
The søtistical parameters used to describe such

distributions include average bit rate, bit rate

variance , and peak bit rate. In [f2] average bit
rate and bit raæ variance of individual calls is
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used in the admission algorithm. It is assumed that

when a sufficient number of such calls is
multiplexed togetÌrer the resulting bit rate

disribution will approach a normal distribution.
This will then allow the determination of the

maximum allowable load which can be permitæd

for a given cell loss Performance.

A similar approach is ¡aken in t131. In this case

rhe acceptance decision is based on the mean bit
rates and peak bit reates of the new and existing

calls without the need for the bit rate variance'

The approaches based on the knowledge of bit
rate distributions do not take inÛo account the

fluctuations of bit rates in time' Thus a model

which incorporates a measure of buntiness might

be more useful.

In our proposed management architecture the

function of call admission will be performed at the

ATM Trafûc Management level. A simple call

admission scenario which does not take into

account different grades of service can look as

follows: A call is requested with a particular set of
parlmeters providing information about its source

cha¡acteristics and demanding a particular quality

of service. An appropriate virtual network which

will provide the required quality of service must

be selected, within that virtual network a virtual

path ûo the required destination must be found. To

determine whether the call should be admitted

into the virmâl path irs affect on the quality of
service of calls already supported in that virtual
path must be detemined. If the quality of service

is not degraded below the level required in the

virtual path then the call can be admitted. In case

of call rejection, provision may also be made for

negotiation between the user and the network in

which a new set of source and performance

characæristics should be agreed upon-

Admission of calls into the network should not,

however, be based entirely on the current staæ of
the trafûc in the virtual path. It is possible o
envisage situations where due to a wide range of
service classes vying for admission some calls

should be rejected even though there might be

enough capacity to satisfy the cell loss

performance of the virtual path at the time when

the acceptance is required- This would be

especially significant if distinct grades of service

were associated with different service classes

(resulting, for example, from different tariffrng

levels for different service classes). As a result' it
could be more advantageous to reject a low

reward call if there is a high probability of a high

reward call being requested in the future.

Different grades of service associated with
different service classes may also result in
accepting celain calls even though the resulting

quality of service produced on the vi¡rual path at

the time of admission indicates that such a call
should be rejecæd. Such a decision might be

based on the expected reward and again requires

the knowledge of the future state of the virtual
path.

The discussion presented above indicates ttrat call

admission may have to be based not only on the

quality of service criterion but also on the grade of
service required by different sewice classes.

Sarisfying quality of service would be adequate

only if grades of service associated with all
service classes were identical.

Quality of service is associated with the cell level
performance on the virtual path whereas grade of
service is associated with call level performance.

Our approach is to study call admission based on

the quality of service measure as a first step and

then apply the grade of service measure as a
modifying condition for the final call acceptance

decision.

4.1 Call Admission Model

In this model we assume tbat the grades of
service required by all calls requesting admission

into the virual pæh are identical. This allows us

to concenEate on the quality of service measule as

a criterion for admission.

The quality of service measure can be defined in

terms of cell loss performance and cell delay
performance. Cell delay performance will, to a

large extent, depend on the transmission delays

which in turn depend on the size of the network

and ttre route taken through the network. Buffers
in the network will not be large because theil
implemenøtion would be too complex and they

would penalise cell delay and cell jiuer of delay

sensitive services t6l. As a result, it seems more

important to associate quatity of service with cell
loss. The important question now is whether it is
sufûcient to describe cell loss in terms of long-

term average cell loss or whether other measu¡es

such as frequency of lossy periods and duration of
lossy periods should be also considered t15l'

As mentioned above, in order to guarantee

different qualities of service in the network
without using explicit priorities, virtual paths can

be utilised. Each virtual path will, as a result, have
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to support a given quality of service. In order to
ensurìc that distinct qualities of service are

provided virtual paths will have to be separated in

t}re network. Such separarion can be accomplished

by peak limiting the capacity utilised by each

virtual path. The policing mechanisms will be

placed in the network at places wherever virtual
paths originate. The quality of service will then be

determined by the policing mechanism and call

admission mechanism.

4.1.1 Virtual Path Model

One policing mechanism that has received a

lot of anendon in the literature is based on the

leaþ bucket algorithm [2]. In ca.ses where only
peak cell rates are to be policed such a mechanism

can be modelled as a f,nite queue with a single

deterministic server. (G/D/l/N in Kendall
notation) where G denotes a general arrival
process, the service ftrte coresponds to the

allowed peak rate and N = I' Such a set-up

assumes that no 'bunching' of cells is allowed. A
more realistic approach would be to adjust N
allowing a short burst of iells to pass through.

However, in order ûo maintain separation between

virtual paths N should be kept small.

The quality of service of the calls carried by the

virtual path \¡/ill depend on the cell loss

performance displayed by the virtual path. In
order !o be able to control this performance

measr¡re for different virtual paths, cell loss in the

core network will have to be very low so thatit is
the policing mechanisms which affect cell loss

suffered by cells in individual virtual pæhs.

Taking the above inûo account, our model of the

virtual path can be reduced to the model of the

policing mechanism which determines the cell
loss performance and hence the quality of service
provided by the virtual path.

4.1.2 Cell Arrival Model

In order fo determine ¡he cell loss
performance of the virtual path we have to model

cell arrival ptocesses of individual calls. A useful

summary of arrival processes studied in the

literature for voice, video, and data services is
presented in t?1. Our aim is to ûnd a model which

can be used to approximafe a latge number of
different call types. The canonical process which

we choose for this purpose is the two-stâte

lvlarkov-modulated Poisson præess (MÌ!PP).
This process ha.s been used in the literamrc o
approximate much more complicaÞd processes

very accurately. (see, for example t5l). Special

cases of the two-state MMPP include the Poisson

process and the intemrpted Poisson process (IPP)

which find extensive use in telecommunication
modelling.

A two-state MMPP can be fully described by four
pammeters (Lt,Ì"2/t, and r2). The process spends

exponentially distributed times with means 1/rr
and llrz in states I and2 respectively. When the

process is in staæ I the arrival process is a

Poisson process with inænsity Àr and in state 2 it
is a Poisson process with intensity À2. A number

of different set of characterising parameters for
modelling a traffic sEeam have been proposed to
match different characteristics of the stream

[4],[5],U01.
\ile can use this process to model the aggregate
process produced by calls in the virtual path. As a
result the model of the virtual path can be
represented as a MMPP/D/1^{ queue for which
solutions can be obtained (see, for example

[8],[9],[11]). Moreover, if we model each

incoming call as a two-state MMPP, which will
altow for a wide range of call types to be
accommodated, we will be able to produce a very

simple cell level call admission algorithm.

4.2 Cell Level Call Admission Algorithm

Assume that a virtual path has been set up
between an origin and desrination to provide a

quality of service in terms of average cell loss

probability P¡. We approximate every incoming
call by a t!\,Gstate MMPP. The aggregate traftc
produced by all calls canied in the virtual path
(called here the aggregate call) is also

approximated by a twestate MMPP.

The decision whether a new call should be

accepted or rejected will then be based on
determining a new aggregate call including the

new call and the existing calls a¡rd applying the

aggregaÍe traffic stream to the MMPP/UDIN
queue in order to solve for the cell loss probability
P¡.. The new call will be accepted il PL< Pt.

The major sæps involved in the algorithm can be

summarised as follows:

1. Model the incoming call as a tïvo-state
MMPP.

2. Obfain the aggpgate call by superimposing
the new call to the existing calls.

3. Model the aggregate call by a two-state
MMPP.
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4. Appty the aggregate call to the

MMPPID/IiN queue ûo obøin the resulting

cell loss probability.

5. Accept the new call if the resulting cell loss

probability does not exceed the allowed cell
loss probability for the virnral path.

Figure 2 attempß to clarify the main steps of the

above algorithm.

Different options which may simplify the above

algorithm will be studied. These will include

va¡ious metÌ¡ods for achieving superposition.
(Some methods based on different sets of
characterising parameters have been put forward
in [4],[5], and [10].) Moreover, other schemes,

such as maintaining a 'running' superposition

which is updated with the a¡rival of each new call
or a number of calls, will also be investigated-

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a flexible three

level management a¡chitecture which can be used

for resource management and control in ATM
networks. The approach taken allows for
provision of distinct qualities of service in the

network. Protection of calls requiring different
qualiúes of service is achieved by separating

virtual paths which are associated with distinct
qualities of service. Finally, a simple call

admission algorithm based on qualities of service

required by calls and using a two-state Ma¡kov-
modulated approximation for traffic sEeams has

been proposed. Additional requirements of
providing distinct gmdes of service to different
service classes can also be incorporated into the

algorithm.
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Appendix B:

Connection Admission Control

in ATM Networks
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1. INTRODUCTION

Broadband networks will be required to

support a variety of services displaying a wide

range of characteristics and demanding from the

network different levels of performance' Of
particular interest, at least in the early stages of
the existence of broadband networks, will be the

problem of supponing existing services which

often require deterministic channels with stringent

temporal and spatial requiremenfs. Provision will
also have to be made for other fuhrre services

which may place different kinds of demand on the

network. In order to deal with these various

requiremenß raffrc control and traff,c
management capabilities will have to be provided

in such net\torks.

Admission control will form an important aspect

of the control part of future broadband networks-

A number of models have been proposed in the

literature (see, for example t4l) in which source

models are developed and studied in this contexL

In this paper a three level management

architech¡re is presented for controlling and

managing raffrc in broadband networks. The

problem of admission control is then sûIdied

under this framework. A queuing model for the

connection admission control is developed and

studied in order o obtain performance measures

which can be used to describe the quality of
service for connections.

Phone: (02)2873121
Fax: (02) 2873299

Acsnet: eric@ otc. otca.oz.au

Abstract

A three level manøgement architecture forms ø bosis for mønøging ønd controlling network

resources in ATM networks. It utilises the concepts of virtual chønnels. virtual pøths, and

virtuøl networks- Call ødmission model using a 2-støte Mørkov moduløted Poisson process

øpproximation for traffic srreams is studied in order to obtain simple approximalion

ølgorithms-

ln Section 2 of the paper we present a three level
management architecture which allows a wide
range of services to be accommodated and by
means of which efficient use of ttre available
resources can be made. In particular, use is made

of ttre concepts of virn¡al channels and virual
pattrs which provide communication channels in
ATM networks. The concept of virtual networks

is defrned wherein tesor¡rce management of
virtual pattrs is used as a means for providing
guaranteed qualities of service in the network.

Using the above framework the problem of
connection admission conEol is studied in Section

3. The basic function of the connection admission

conEol is to ensu¡e úrat connections are accepted

provided there is enough ¡esources to support

them with guaranteed quality without degrading

the qualiry of existing connections.

Results of studies based on the model presented in
Section 3 are discussed in Section 4. A simple
admission algorithm is proposed in Section 5.

2. MANAGBMENT ARCHITECTTIRE

The motivation for developing a management

architecture for ATM networks is the need for a
flexible ftamework under which network
rBsorrces will be utilised in an effrcient manner
and which will guarantee to users required
performance levels.
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The management architecture which was first

proposed in tll and discussed further in t5l
consists of three levels: ATM Resource

Management, ATM Traffrc Management" and

ATM Traffic Control.

At ttre ATM Resource lvlanagement level vifual
networks are set up and managed according to

network demand. A vi¡tual network is a gtoup of
virtual paths set up in the network !o provide a

specited quality of service. In particular, at this

level use of resources in virtual networks is
monitored and allocated resources are adjusted as

demand for them changes.

At the ATM Trafûc Management level resources

allocated to individual virtual patls wittrin virtual

networks are managed- Connection admission

control also take place at this level. This is based

on the quality of service demanded by a

connection, expected volume of t¡affrc in the

connection, and the current state of the virtual
path into which the connection is ¡o be admitted.

Grade of service (in terms of call blocking
probability) may be also taken into account in tt¡e

admission process.

At the ATM Traffrc Control level actions are

taken to ensure that rafûc volumes in individual

virhral channels and virn¡al paths do not exceed

allowed thresholds. This can be carried out by

source policing raffrc entering virtual channels

and virn¡al paths. In virtual paths level traffic

control is required in order to provide separation

between different virtual paths and in this manner

to guarantee quality of services provided by those

virnral paths.

The management architecture showing the above

levels is depicted in Figure l.

3. CONNECTION ADMISSION
CONTROL

Quality of service and grade of service are two
criteria on which connection admission into ATM
networks may be based. In order to distinguish

these two ærms it may be convenient to associate

quality of service with cell level performance and

grade of service with call level performance. As a
result quatity of service is often speciûed in tÊrms

of cell loss probability and cell delay and grade of
service in terms of c¿ll blocking probability'
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Figure 1: Trafûc Management and Control Architecnre for ATM
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Approaches taken in the literature concentrate on

the quality of service aspects of the connection

admission cont¡ol. A common approach relies on

the knowledge of connection interanival time

disnibutions. The statistical parameters used to

describe such distributions include average bit
rate, bit ¡ate variance, and peak bit rate. In [8]
average bit rate and bit rate variance of individual

connections is used in the admission algorithm. It
is assumed that when a sufficient number of such

connections is multiplexed ogether the resulting

bit rate distribution will approach a normal

distribution. This will then allow the

determination of the maximum allowable load

which can be permitted for a given cell loss

performance.

A similar approach is taken in t16l' In this case

the acceptance decision is based on tl¡e mean bit
rates and peak bit reates of the new and existing

connections without the need for the bit rate

variance.

The approaches based on the knowledge of bit
rate distributions do not take in¡o account the

fluctuations of bit rates in time. Thus a model

which incorporates a measttre of burstiness might

be more useful.

3.1 Connection AdmissionModel

In ttris model the criærion for connection

admission is the quality of service rcquested by

the connection. The grade of service requested by

all connections is assumed identical'

Quality of service measure is measured in terms

of cell loss probability. Cell delay performance,

which depends on the size of the network and the

route thrcugh the network, is regarded to be of
less importance. This is particularly ttre case given

that ATM buffers are expected o be small [8].

Using the idea of virtual networks, each virtual
path belonging to the same virtual network will
have to support the same quality of service-

Connections which require different qualities of
service are assigned into virfial paths within
distinct virntal networks corresponding to the

required qualities of service. In order to ensule

that distinct qualities of service are provided by

virtual network, traffic sfieams belonging to
different virtuat networks will have to separated

One method which can be used to carry out such

separation is through peak limiting the capacity

assigned to virtual paths within different virtual

networks. Capacity utilised by each virtual path

will then be policed using a policing mechanism

placed at ttre origin of each virtual path. As a
result, the qualiry of service provided by a virtual

network will be deærmined by ttre policing

mechanisms associated with all virtual paths

belonging ¡o the virtual network and by the

connection admission mechanism.

3.2 QueuingModet for Connection Admission
Control

The policing mechanism at the origin ol' a

virtual path will ensure that ttre peak bandwidth of
the traffic carried in the virtual path does not

exceed the allowed threshotd. One method of
implementing such a policing mechanism can be

achieved by means of a leaky bucket [2].

A leaky bucket for policing virtual paths can be

modelled as a short queue with a deterministic

server. The service rate of the queue sets the

allowed peak bit rate of the raffic carried by the

ùilaf path and the length of the queue should be

set so as to ensure separation between traffic
carried by different virtual paths. However,

setting ttre length of the queue ûo N = 1 so as to

achieve complete separation would not allow
short bursts of cells on the transmission line (due

to jitter intoduced by multiplexing equipment) to

be accommodated. As a result the exact seÉing of
fhe queue length will have to be a compromise

between the above requirements.

The queue modelling the leaky bucket as the

policing mechanism of the virtual path can be

represented as G/D/14{ queue using Kendall
notation where G represents a general input
process, D a deterministic server, and N the length

of the queue including the server.

The choice of the arrival process into the Yirtual
path representing individual conneclions has been

influenced by need for a process which can be

used to model a wide range of different traffic
streams and at the same time one which will allow
tractable analysis ûo be carried out when applied

to a queuing system. An arrival process which has

atEacted a lot of attention on account of satisSing
the above criteria is the 2-staæ Markov modulated
Poisson process.

A 2-state Markov modulated Poisson process (2-

state MMPP) is a special case of the more general

Ma¡kov modulated Poisson process (MMPP). An
MMPP is a Poisson process whose instantaneous

rate is a sfationary random process which evolves
according to an irreducible m state lvlarkov chain.
It can be characterised by an in-ûnitesimal
generaûor for the underlying Markov process R
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and an arrivat matrix Â given bY:

rtJ rtl rr3 rI,A

rz,t rz2 r23 r2,4

r3J r3l r33 r3,4

r4J r4Z r43 r4A

m - fnean arrival rate,

v - variance of arrival rate,

p3 - third moment of arrival rate,

r - time constant of the arrival raæ.

'When n 2-state MMPPs are superimposed

together cha¡acterising p¿ìrameters of the

superimposed stream are given bY:

^:f.^,r=l

V¡

. rl)¡
- rzm
. r3,tr

. r4rnft=

fm,l fm,Z tm1 fm1 ' fmtn

It = diag (Xr,..,À. )

In the case of the 2-state MMPP the above reduce

to:

The parameters Àr,I2 required Ûo specify 
^corespond ûo the intensity of the Poisson

processes in states I and 2 of the undedying
lvlarkov pfocess respectively, whereas r ¡, ànd 12

coflespond to the transition rates of the lvlarkov
process.

The solution of ttre 2-staæ l\,ßÁPP/D/l/K can be

obtained by following analysis for more general

processes as presented in the literature such as for

the N/G/l queue found in [13] and equivalent

BMAP/G/I queue found in t101. An outline of an

algorithm which has been implemented and used

to solve the 2-state MMPP/D/I/K queue has been

given in the Appendix.

Solution of the above queuing systÊm allows
modelling of the policing mechanism given an

aggregate Eafûc stream consisting of all raffic
sEeams entering a given virn¡al path. Connection

admission will, however, have to deal with
individual connections and as a result a method of
obfaining a superposition of individual

connections which can then be applied to the

queue is needed. Two such superposition metltods

were investigated. In the first method fo¡
obtaining a superposition of 2-søtp MMPPs

deveþed in Í7'l (Method I) the following
characærising parameters have been used:

where

Fl* = F¡ _3mv -m3

The defrning parameters for the z-sÍate MMPP
representing the superimposed stream can be

obtained by inversion of the above equations as

given in Pl.
In the second method proposed in t14l (Method

tr) the arrival prrocess is characterised by the
following parameters:

À - mean arrival rate,

c2 - squared coefficient of va¡iation of interarrival
times,

Z(*) - asymptotic variance úo mean ratio of the

number of arrivals,

C(-) - asymptotic covariance of the number of
a¡rivals.
'When n 2-stzte MMPP süeams are superimposed

together the set of the characterising parameters

for the superimposed stream is given by:

l,= Àt *'..* Ào

o 1.Z(-)=f;7 zt{*l

C(*) = É C,(-)

c2= E(T)2Ìv- |

where E(I) is the mean of the forwa¡d recrurence
time and is given by:

B(r)=5#

n

Ev

x=2 f,"'

å þ[¡¡Its
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The set of the paÍÌmeters deûning the 2-søte

MMPP can be obtained from the characærising
parameters after some algebraic manipulation as

given in [14].

In order to determine their suitability for the

connection admission algorithm the tv/o

superposition methods were applied to the

problem of superposition of n voice streams with
the resnlting aggregate streâm used as an input to

the queuing system described above. A voice

streâm was modelled by an intemrpted Poisson

process @P) based on the results presented in

t15l and [14]. The following pârameters were

used to deûne each sEeam: ìv=54-44cellslsec,
Iz:0, rt:2.268 sec-l' and rz=1.532sæ-t.

Figures 2 and 3 show the defining parameters of
the superimposed stream obtained by using the

two methods. In both ûgures Method II used

sEeam superposition in groups of 10 streams. The

effect of stream grouping used in Method II is
particularly evident in Figure 3. Method I is

insensitive to such groupings. This means that

superimposing an additional stream to an existing

aggregate will produce the same result as the

superposition of all individual streams. This

becomes an imPorønt issue when the

implementation of the algorithm is considered' In
Method II the computationally expensive step is

associated with the calculation of the coeffrcient

of variation c2 where the cost increases as 2n with
the number of different streams n.

T¡
1500

1000
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Number of Stre¿ms n

Figure 2: ComponentRates l,¡ for Superposition

The effect of grouping streams in groups of l0
and applytng Method II to carry out the

supe¡position as opposed to using Method II

2.5

r.5
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Figure 3: Phase Rates r¡ for Superposition

witlout grouping is shown in Figure 4 for the

resultant Eansition rates 11 and r2 of the

superimposed stream.
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Figure 4: Effect of Grouping on Phase Rates in
Method II

The two superposition methods were also used to

produce a superimposed sEeam which was

subsequently applied to the 2-state MMPP/D/UK
queue. Figures 5 and 6 show the loss probability
produced for two different queue length K and a

number of different utilisation levels. Separaæ

curves were obtained for Method tr with stream

grouping in groups of 10 and without stream

grouping. The resultant curves indicate that

stream gouping in Method II underestimates the
resultant loss probability as compared to Method
tr used without stream g¡ouping. Note also that
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Method I gives the most conservative resulß'
however, as the number of streams increases the

results obøined using the two metl¡ods converge.

Queueing performance criæria obtained for the

two superposition methods must be reated with

caution. They show relative performance as there

is no baseline against which they could both be

judged- It should also be noted that trafûc

characærisation which will allow for accu¡ate

queueing performance prediction is a topic of
some debate. As a result, the choice of the

superposition method for subsequent studies was

based on fhe ease of implementation. In this

respect Method I was found more efficient-

Puu
1E0

tE-z

lE4

1E-6

1E-8

-0 10 20 30 40

Number of Sou¡ces n

Legend:

A :UerrtoaI,p=9.3

B : Me¡Uo¿nwi¡fr grouping, P = Q.$

C : U"no¿Uo,it¡out groupiog, P = 0'8

D:MernoalP=0.6
E : Me¡f¡o¿ tr witt¡ grouping, P = 0.6

.F : Me¡hodtrwithout grouping, P = 0.6

G:Me¡ho¿I,P=0.4

fI : Metho¿trwith grouPing, P = 04

.I : Method tr without grouping, P = 0.4

Figure 5: Loss probabiliry for K=10 using

Mettrods I and tr.
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50

lægend as for Figure 5,

Figure 6: Loss probability for K=20 using
Methods I and II.

4. STJPERPOSITION OF
HETEROGENEOUS STREAMS

A virtual path which is associated with quality

of service rather than being service specific can be

expected to carry a number of dissimilar traffrc

stre¿rms. Algorithms for cornection admission
control will have to accommodate such wide
range of services. The algorithm for solution of
ttre 2-s¡ate MMPPiD/1Â( queue was used to
investigate performance of such queues when two
types of different traffrc sEeams were used. The

two Eafftc t),pes rcpresenting voice and video

services have been chosen. The voice stream

model has been presented earlier. The video

stream was modelled as an IPP based on the

studies in tlll with the resultant 2-state MMPP
parameters as follows:
Àr : 1l.l* 103 cells lsec,Ìt2= O, r t = 3.25 se*-|,
â\d12= 0.64 sec-l'

The two stream types were applied to the 2-state

MMPP/D/IÆ( queue and boundaries for the

resultant loss probability of 10-8 were obtained for
different queue sizes K as shown in Figure 7.

Also, having fixed the queue size to K=10, the

boundaries for the same loss probability have

been obtained for different queue service lates
(which correspond to different output link
capacities). These a¡e shown in Figure 8.

The acceptance boundaries shown in Figuras 7

and 8 display near linearity, the consequence of
which could be exploited in producing

approximate acceptance algorithms. Simple
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approximations based just on the end poinß of the

acceptance boundaries may not be possible as the

boundaries display concavify. Furthe¡ studies will
be carried out to determine the amount of
concavity for different configurations' Similar

¡esults concerning the linearity of acceptance

boundaries have been noted in [6] where a
bufferless network was assumed with raffic
modelled as intemrpted deterministic streams and

the søtistical behaviour was studied using a large

deviation approximafion.
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Figure 8: Acceplance Regions fo¡ Different

Queue Service Rates c
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Figure 9: Effect of Effective Bandwidth
on Loss Probability

change in effective bandwidth may result in
changes to cell loss probability of many

magnitudes. This could have important
consequences on the sensitiviry of the quality of
service provided in a virtual path.

5. CONNECTIONADMISSION
CONTROL ALGORITHM

A simple connection admission algorithm
based on the models presented ea¡lier has been

developed. Connections requesting a particular
quality of service can be admitted into a virn¡al

Voice
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Figure 7: Acceptance Regions for Different

Queue Sizes K

The noted linearity of the acceptance boundaries

could be used in developing simple connection

admission algorithms utilising the concept of
effective bandwidth. (For a survey of such

methods see [2]).
Another important consideration in developing

connection admission algorithms is the sensitivity

of bandwidth requirement for a connection as the

quality of sewice changes. In order to study this

problem voice streams as defined previously were

ap'plied to a deterministic queue. The effective

bandwidth defined as the available capacity over

the number of streams carried, was obtained for

such systems aþainst loss probability. Figure 9

shows the resulant curves obtained for different

values of queue length K.

Cun'es obtained in Figure 9 suggest ttlat as the

queue lengfh increases changes in many orders of
magnitude to cell loss resulr in very small changes

to the effective bandwidth requirement- On the

other hand, it should be noæd that only a small

e150

K=2Ð

K=l0

K=20
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path according to the algorithm sæps depicæd in
Figure 10. Call parameters a¡e used to determine

the set of cha¡acærising parameters as well as

connection type. It is assumed that there is a finite
number of connection types possible and look-up

tables can be used to match connection paÌameters

to the required connection type if the connection

type is not specifred explicitly. In the next sæp in

the algorithm the new connection is superimposed

with the existing aggegate of connections carried

by the virntal path. The resultant sre¿ìm is then

applied to the queuing system which models the

virtual path and the queuing system is solved for

cell loss probability. If the resultant cell loss

probability exceeds that allowed for the virtual
path the new connection is rejected, otherwise the

new connection is accepted and the characterising

parameters of the new aggregate connection in the

virtual path are stored.

The process of removing connections from the

vifual path is depicted in Figure 10- It involves

only the calculation of the new 
^gglegatÊ 

stream

without the need for solving the queuing system.

The first step in the algorithm involves

determination of the characterising parameters of
the connection to be removed. This information

can be obøined from a look-up øble if the type of
the connection is known. Next the ne\ry aggregate

for the virtual path wittr the required connection

removed is obøined and the characterising
parameters for the new aggregate are saved.

Removal of an individual sEeâm from a

superimposed sEeam can be ca¡ried out in a

simple fashion if Method I for stream

superposition is used. Let rrt,v ,lr3,t and

t1tî,ri,[t:,, î; denote the characærising parameters

of the existing aggregate and the connection to be

removed respectively. Then the characærising

parameters of the new aggjfega¡þ with the

connection removed can be obtained from:

flln=ffl -flli,

9n=l -lí'

Þ3o* = p¡* - p:i' ,

I
un - I -t¡¡ 

(v 1- v¡ x¡).

The main purpose of the above algorithm is to
provide a basis for development and comparison

of simple connection admission algorithms such

as those using the idea of the effective bandwidth'

It should also be noted that the above steps can

form ¡he basis of an algorithm which could be

Figure 10: Algorithm Steps for Adding
New Connections

Figure 11: Algorithm Steps forRemoving
Old Connections

used in practice. However, the step involving the

solution of the queueing sysæm may impair the
performance of ttre algorithm and as a result
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simplifrcations of this procedure may be required.

6. CONCLUSION AND FIJRTHER
WORK

A versatile th¡ee level management

architecture for conFolling and managing naffrc
in future broadband networks has been proposed.

A queuing model for connection admission

control has been presented and a connection

admission control algorithm based on fhe model

has been proposed.

The main purpose of the above algorithm is to act

as a vehicle for further studies of simple

connection admission algorithms. In particular,

studies of acceptance regions with a wide variety

of different traffic types for development of
algorithms which use the concept of the effective
bandwidth will be carried out.

7. APPBNDIX

A matrix algorithmic solution of the 2-state

MMPP/D/I/I( queue from which queue length

distibution and loss probability can be obøined

can proceed according to the following steps. Let
Þ1.r¡ Oenoæ the transition probability matrix for a
queue with an infinite number of spaces. This

matrix can be expressed a.s

A,v-¡

000 A¡

An efficient algorittrm for the computation of
matrices A,, has been presented in t9l.
Computation of the stationary probability vecûor x
at deparh¡re epochs can then be carried out
following simple matrix analysis t3l. Queue
length distribution y at an arbitrary time t can be

obøined next by application of the key renewal

theorem [13]. The blocking probability for the

queue can be then obtained as:

Pbb"k=t -!v'u.
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Appendix C:

Queue Length Distribution in Continuous Time

The queue length distribution at an arbitrary time required in the queueing analysis

of Chapter 4 can be obtained in the following manner. Define the queue length

distribution at an arbitrary time by:

r.l
y(t,¿)=mdx(r) =i,J(t)=i I X(0)=t"J(0) =t'J r>0, 1<i <m, t20' (C'1)

rl
probability K<rnç¡>(t)=tO, =i,J(t)=i lX(0)=¡',¡(0) =i'Jcan be obtained as

the solution of the Markov renewal equation [10] appfied to the queue process' The

Markov renewal equation can be stated in this case as:

K1¡;1ai;¡(r) = G1¡;11i;¡(t). å å þr*u,;,1t - 
x)dF s¡ç"¡¡(x) ç'2)

where P g¡ç¡¡(x) is the semi-Markov matrix for the queue length process (cf

-118-

Equation 4.11) and

G g¡1;¡,¡(t) =+ (r)=i,,r(r) = j,t <.r lX(0) =i',J(0):

)

,Ì (c.3)

and ¡ is the time of last renewal since ¡ = 0 (corresponding to the last deparnrre

epoch since r = 0). The frrst part of Equation C.2 covers the case when the first

departgre from the queue since ¡ =0 occurs at time ¡, and the second part of

Equation C.2 takes into account all the cases in which there is one or more
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deparmres from the queue since I = 0 and before time 'r

The solution to this equation is then givenby [10]:

K 1r;1qi;¡(r) = å å f G,, *,,, r,(' - x) dR ç ¡y'.*¡(x)
(c.4)

where R r;.;r<;;l(f ) = E fM <¡ ¡{t)lx0 = (t'i)l is the expected number of times that the

process enters state (i j) in the interval [0,t] given that at f = 0 it was in state (¿'i).

M ç ¡¡(t)is the number of times the process enters state (i i) in [0,t].

This leads to the following expressions for K,,".¡1¡;¡(r):

Kt¡;rro;lr) = f, þ.iCo, 
t - x)dR ¡;¡1ço¡¡@) for í--0 (C.5a)

and

Kç.¡1çi¡.¡(t')=å I 
'(o-,i<,-r -r)å iraú"çu¡\*Pp¡(i -v,t -)c - z) dR¡¡71q¿¡(r)

m ¡l.å å [Cr 
-aCr -x))Pr¡(í -v,t - x)dRri;r<,*r(x) for i > 1 (C'5b)

where P¡r (n ,r) is given by: (cf- Equation 4.2 rn Cltapter 4)

P rt(n ,t) =+ (t) = n, I (t)= j I N(0) : 0,,I(0) =
'Ì

where N(r) indicates the number of arrivals in time I and J(r) the phase of the

arrival process at time r.

_1
Also ú,(x)=t[qO,y¡aytn". The (/*)th entry of Ú,(.r) is the conditional

probability, given J(0)=i, üìat the first anival to an empty queue occurs at or

before x and is.of group size v, and the phase of the process at rhe dme of the first

i
i

i.

arrival is t.
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Equation C.5a corresponds to the case where the queue is empty at time t' The last

deparnue from the queue occurring at time ¡ leaves the queue empty and there are

no anivals in time t -x. Equation C.5b corresponds to the case where the queue is

not empfy at time l. The first term of Equation C.5b refers to the case where the

deparnue at time x leaves the queue empty and the first anival of gfoup size v to

the empty queue occuning at time ¡ + u is followed by i - v arrivals in time

t - )c -¡¿. The second term of Equation c.5b refers to the case where there are v

customers in the queue at the last deparnrre epoch ¡ and additional i - v anivals

arrive in time I -r before the next departure'

The limiting behaviour of Kq¡;11i;¡(,) can be obtained by application of the key

renewal theorem. The key renewal theorem, which is a generalisation of the renewal

theorem [21], states [10]:

t-
,9|$i"n*u,, {t - x)dR ¡i'¡rr,,r¡(¡) = 7¡-r(v''t)JG1,¡¡r;('r)dr (c'6)

where m-r(vJc)isthemeanrecurrencetimeof (v"k)andRtr;rt,*l(')andG1,¡¡;;¡(ú)

are as defined for Equation C.4 and Equation C'3 respectively'

Applying the key renewal theorem to each term in Equation c.5 gives:

y (0,1 )= fi n-t (o *) fr r¡ 1o,t¡at for i =0 (C.7a)

and

y (i i ) = ft m-t (o lc)jff r - ø f , -' )"å i;lari " {r)la P p¡ (i - v,t - x) dt

.å å m4þ Jc)jrr-rirr))rv $ -v't)dt for i 2t (c.7b)

The mean fecurrence time of (v,t) is related to the stationary queue length

disuibution.r,¡ ât departure epochs by [46]:
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m-r(vrk) = þ,* (C'8)

Substinrting the above in Equation CJa, noting that þr¡{0,t¡at=-Do 
r(Èi), a¡rd

using matrix notation gives:

ys=-^xoDo I (c'9a)

putting Equation C.8 in Equation C.7b and expressing the result in matrix notation

gives:

v, =-urjjct-n(t-'))å t¿ú,(-x)p(; -vt -x\dt

* À å t" [{r -rlCt ))P(i -v,t)dr for i >-r

This can be simptified further [46] to give:

v¡ = if"l*ou,(0¡+x"tj¡r -¡i(l))p(¡ -v,t)dt for i >1. (C'9b)

where U" (s ) is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of U (¡ ) given by:

u,(s) = k--oit,(r)

Furthermore, U,(0) --Do I D", and the (,ti)tfr entry of U,(0) can be inærpreted as

the conditional probability that an idle period ends with the anival which has a

group size of v and the phase of the arrival process is j, given that at the beginning

of the idle period the anival phase was /c.
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Appendix D:

Method for Computation

of o" Matrices

The numerical computation of matrices 4", which form the elements of the

transition probability matrix of the semi-Markov process describing the

3¡r1/ç/G/1/l\{ queue, and which are therefore necessary for the computation of the

stationary queue length distribution at deparnrre epochs x, can be accomplished

using the technique of uniformisation.

The basic idea of uniformisation [19] is as follows. Consider a continuous time

Markov chain with Q as its infinitesimal generator. Then the Chapman-

Kolmogorov equation is given bY:

P(t)'=P(t)o

Solutions to this equation are easy to obtain tf q¡ =Àqy Qeaving rate of state ¿) is

equal for all i. Now, these rates can be made equal by introducing into the system

null-events. This can be done by choosing a value 4 2 max q¡ for the new leaving

rates of all states. The staies of the system following each jump form, as a result' a

discrete-time Ma¡kov chain, where the rate of each jump is q and each jump is

independent of the state. Transition probabilities p¡,¡ of the chain are given by:

p,,=T fori+i

8¡
qIp¡i
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Then the probability of being in state i afts k jumps can be obtained as:

nf
þrcf-tnu "k 

>0

and the probability of being in state j at time t can be then obtained as:

n¡(t)= i4'f ,Wrn,>

where

P (k;qt) : P(k jumrys untit t) = '-' 
@!O{

Now, in the case of the BMAP process we have

p(r) = ¿a, =å', ,TI *,

where K = I + g-tq. This can be expressed further as [37]:

p(n ,r) = ie-e' $f-r;

(D.1)

(D.2)

where

0 > max(-Do)¡¡

Kd+t-*'O+o-rDo)

Kf+l = e-l
n-l
I,K/D"-;¡ã

+ Kl0 + 0-1Do)

with Kf = ¡, K,9 = 0,2 > l

fn this case the discrete-time Markov chain is formed by introducing a

(uniformising) Poisson process with rate 0. Matrix Kn is the transition prcbability

matrix of this chain. The diagonal elements of this matrix can be interpreted as

probabilities conesponding to dummy jumps from a state to itself.



tu-

Now let

y^=ir*'%-*r,> (D.3)

be the probability of n anivals of the uniformising Poisson process in one service

time.

Also recall @quation 4.12 in Chapter 4) that matrices An can be obtained as:

l" = [r1n ,ùanG)

Substituting for P(n,r) @çation D.2) gives:

o":åÏ"*,(Tf *i*il,¡

= ir¡Kl
l="

(D.4)

as Kl = 0 for; < n. In practice, tfuncation of the sum in Equation D.4 is needed.

When the service rate is deterrrinistic T' can be obtained recursiveþ [25] as:

\O= e-ad-' (D.5a)

v={Ç)t,-, (D.sb)

where d denotes the deærministic service rate.
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Appendix E:

Computation of StationarY Queue

Length Distribution Vector x

The computation of the stationary probability vector x at departure epochs required

in the analysis of the 3¡¿\P¡D/1/}{ queue in Section 4.3'2 of Chapter 4 can be

canied out as follows. Recall @quation 4.15) that:

xP=x, X€=1

where x= (x0,xr,..,úv-r) gving

(x0, x1.., x,v-r) = (x0, xt,-., xlv-ùP , xe = 1-

The vector x can be obtained from [6]:

x = (0...0 l) (I - Pr)-t

where matrix P1 wâS obtained from matrix P by replacing the last column by

(-1 -l ...-l 0¡r. Then I - P1 cân be written as:

I-P1 =

Fv-? F¡v-t
Ev-z G¡v-t
Ev-s G,V-r

000 &Gr

Fo Fr Fz
Eo Er Ea

0 EoEr

By applying the permutation matrix S given by:
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we obtain:

s(r-P1) = (8.1)

Fo Fr Fz . F¡v-z

If the matrix Ao-r exists then so does Eer and hence T-t exists.

Now using the Schur-Banachiewicz fomrula for the inverse of block matrices [45]

(S (I - Pf)-l can be obtained as:

s

0

:
0

IO
OI

00
00

G¡v

Gr

:

Gr

F1Y

Ev-z
Ev-¡

q

Eo Er Ez

0 EoEr

000

00
00

OI
00

-1

-1

@.2)

whereA=B-CT-ID, E=T-lD, and F=CT-l

The matrix A is refened to as the Schur complement of the matrix T. T is a Toeplitz

maÍix (i.e. matrix whose right diagonal entries are identical) and its inverse can be

obtained in the manner shown in Appendix F. Having calcutated T-1, matrix À can

be obtained next.

The required vector x can then be obtained from Equatioî8.2 after posÍnultiplying

it by S. As a result, it can be obtained as the last row of matrix:

(s(r-Pû)-, = þl,F '" ;f^*1

( -r -^-1F). (E.3)
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Appendix F:

Method for Computation

of Inverse of Toeplitz Matrix

The computation of the inverse of a Toeplitz matrix is required as a step towards

calculation of the stationary queue length distribution at deparnrre epochs x

presented in Appendix E.

A Toepliz matrix is a matrix whose right diagonal entries are identical. Consider a

3x3 Toeplitz matrix T given bY:

Then T-r can be obtained as [31], [50], [5]:

(F1)

where

x = (xo*t*z)

) = (yoJrJz)

U =(Ug,U1,u2)

y = (Vg,V1,V2)
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are the solutions to the following set of equations:

aúco* a-1^x1* a-zIZ= I

atxo* aúct* a-1r2=Q

atfro* atXt* ûúz=0

solo* a-t!t* a-tJz=0

atÌo* aolt* a-tlz=0

atJo* atJt* 4olz=I

uúo* utat* il2a2=O

uoa-t* utClo]- tt2Ct1=Q

Uga-2* L1a-1* U2as= I

VúO+lP1*1242=f

Vú-t* vtloi 12611=0

vú-z* 191a-1* 92as=Q

The above expressions apply also in the case of a block Toeplitz matrix where all

entries are themselves matrices with the same dimension. Block matrix T whose

inverse is required in Section 4.4 and in Appendix E is a simple case of a block

Toepliø matrix with a¿ = 0 i ) 1. This simpliûes the above equations rcmoving the

lasttwosets(asu¡=0i>0).Alsox¡=0i>l.Thisresultsinmatrixt-tbeing

given (for the 3x3 case) as:

võ-lvr

I
0

(F2)
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The above scheme can be generalised and the resulting algorithm will then look as

follows:

1. Calculate xo = vo - ao I

2. Calculate b-; : â-¡âor for i > 1

;-13. Calculate t-¡ = Fo 
L^b^-¡ for i ) 1
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Appendix G:

Use of Supplementary Variable Technique

for Queue Length Distribution

The queue length disfibution y¡ for l<i <N required for the sOlution of the

3¡r1.,ç7Di1A{ queue in Section 4.3.2 of Chapter 4 can be found using the

supplementary variable technique [11], [36], t301. The idea here is to consider a pair

of variables: one describing the queue length process itself at time t and the second

(supplementary) variable representing attime t the time between t and the following

deparnrre epoch (i.e. the remaining service time for a customer in service at time t).

Remaining service time which is also referred to as forward reculrence service time

and the conesponding backward recurrence service time are depicted in Figure G.l.

Previors
Deparnrre
Ep"ch

Nex¡
Departure
Epoch

G

Trrne

A¡ fÈ+r

Figure G.l: Forward (d) an¿ Backward (G) Recurrence Service Time

Consider the joint distribution of the queue length and the remaining service time

for the customer in service given that the server is busy. Define:

G
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P¡¡(r)dr= (r) = i,J(l) = j,t 1 ê <r+ dr I serveris busy at t

Define its Laplace transform as:

P 
* 

;¡ (s ) =\e-" "P ¡¡ (r) d r

Note that:

P';¡(o) =þ,,@)a,

(G.1)

(G.2)

(G.3)

where p'¡ (0) is a vector: (p" ¡r(0),'.., p-;' (0))

with its Laplace transforrn as:

ør, (i Xs ) = fe-' "h,.,(i)G)dr (G.5)

and let H¡(s) be a matrix with its (/i)ü elements given by ntr(i)(s). Then p.¡(s)

for I < i <N-1 can be obtained as [6]:

,, = *["U, =i I the server is r*þr-= p.;(0)Pa,sv

+ (t) = n,J (t) = j I server busy at t

p-¡(s) =toÉu,(o)H¡-,(s) (queue empty)

+ jx,H¡-,(s) (v cuslomers ín queue)

Then

The integral in Equation G.2 can be evaluated by conditioning on the number of

arrivals occurring during the elapsed service time G for the customer in service. Let

f : : -. :- . a I
h¡,(i)ß)dt= \i arrivals in G,J ß* + é¡ = ¡,r < G <r + dr I l (ak\ = i'l (G'4)

r)

(G.6)
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with U,(0) as defined Appendix C.

After extensive algebraic manipulation [6] and [32] p'; (s) can be reduced to:

(G.7)

for I <i <N-l and where D"(s) can be obtained as the coefficients of z" in the

expansion of:

lD(z)+rll-r-þ"1r;"'.

ã (s ) is the Laplace-Stieltjes tra¡rsform of the service distribution H (t) given by:

n 6¡=fe-"ai ç)

Substituting Equation 4.24 (whtch gives the expression for P¿*) and Equation G.6

into Equation G.3, and noting that H(0) = 0 Stves: ' ;

p. ¡(s) = u[',*, D;-"-r(s) + xoø(s)pnsrD,D;-,(s) - ix"//(s)o,-,"r]

I
Yn

þ,r"-,,0,
* ;i iootn, )D"-, (o)l

+ þt*otD"-,-r(0) - D,-, (0)l - x" Orrr] (G.8)

forlcz<N-1.
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Appendix H:

Obtaining uo from u"

in Superposition Method II

The expressions for obtaining the set of defining parÍImeters Uo = (Lt,)u2, r y 12) for a

two-state MMPP from the set of characterising parameters u3 = (L,c2,z(*),C(*)

are presented below. The analysis used in developing them is reproduced here from

[51] using a somewhat different notation.

The mean arrival rate l, and the coeff,cient of variation of interanival times cz are

given by:

X=ffi, Àr) ì"2, 7'>O (H'1)

and

1 . Zrzrt(Lt-ìv)2c-=t-rffi

^n Ir * )vz+rt+ rz-\ _ l, cz > I= L^-x;"-+Wl+Tt]'[2 (H.2)

Introduce an intermediatg set U = (7",c2,b,v) where À and c2 are as given above and

, Z(*\- c2 LÌ'z
o = Zre:r=T = 7¡;ç5¡.1¡¡6/ b<l (H.3)

,=4W:#,#,v,0 (H.4)



Now let

where

then

-ry-

kt= rt* 12*\'1

k2=rt* r2+þ

n= $K?"r+ À) + ry+ 12- Lf

pz:+Kì'r+ÀÐ+ rt+rz+Lf

A : [(Àr - Lù + r t - r t]2 * 4r úz

Ìv= Pt + Pz- kz

Lz: pt+ Pz- kt

(H.s)

Putting exprcssions given in Equations H.9-H.12 into Equations H.1-H.4 we get:

,,=zx\#*-t

(rr.6)

(H.7)

(H.8)

(H.e)

(H.10)

(H.11)

(fr.12)

(H.13)

(H.14)

Gr.15)

v =-(k -kù(k -kù (H.16)
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where

k =rt+r2*L=flffi+X

From Equations H.13, H.14 and the above expression for k, we have:

2v
PrPz= cT1

(H.r7)

pt* Pz: ir##*, (rr.18)

Combining Equations H.15, H.16 and H.17 and solving ttre resultant quadratic

equations for kr and È2 gives:

(H.1e)

kz=k-Tt -Të\-f+{-al (H.20)

where

ô= ü,- Të\- l),++u

The expressions given by Equations H.17 to H.20 allow calculation of U¿ from the

intermediate set U (using Equations H.9 to H.12) and hence from Us (using

Equations H.3 and H.4).

kt=k-trr-#l-*-./6r
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